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Introduction

In 1954, MGM released a novelty record called Cats Vs. Chicks that pitted an all-men

band against an all-woman band in an attempt to answer the question of whether women could

play jazz as well as men.1 Cats Vs. Chicks, with its obvious interest in the gendered nature of jazz

in the 1950s, offers an ideal entry point for this thesis. The album was born out of producer,

critic, and composer Leonard Feather’s commitment to further women jazz instrumentalists’

careers and it stood in defiance to the history of women’s exclusion from jazz. The album failed

to prove definitively to jazz audiences at the time that women instrumentalists were just as

valuable and talented as their male counterparts. However, the album does provide a window

into the gender issues that pervaded the industry. Through examining the historical context that

led up to the album, the lives and careers of the women featured, and the impetus for Feather to

make the album at all, this thesis aims to unpack the gender dynamics at play in 1950s jazz.

Women instrumentalists did not achieve the level of stardom that their male colleagues did at the

time or later on after the 1950s. Yet, they were all just as talented, if not more so, than their male

counterparts. Using Cats Vs. Chicks as a starting point, this thesis will show the wider social,

cultural, and systematic factors at play that kept women jazz instrumentalists from the kind of

success that men enjoyed.

Despite the commonly stated belief by articles in popular jazz magazines like Down Beat

and Metronome that women could not play jazz well, women instrumentalists were incredibly

talented. The seven featured on Cats Vs. Chicks received glowing reviews in these same

publications.2 The few bits of their work now available online further demonstrate just how

2 Example: Barry Ulanov, “Records: Jazz,” Metronome, January 1955, 22

1 Clark Terry and His Septet and Terry Pollard and Her Septet, Cats vs. Chicks (A Jazz Battle of the Sexes), with
Bonnie Wetzel, Percy Heath, Elaine Leighton, Kenny Clarke, Mary Osborne, Tal Farlow, Corky Hecht, Beryl
Booker, Horace Silver, Urbie Green, Clark Terry, Norma Carson, Terry Pollard, produced by Leonard Feather, Nat
Hentoff, Barry Ulanaov. Recorded 1954. MGM Records, CD.
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capable they were. The gap between the obvious talent of the women and the pejorative

assessment of their skills at the time prompts many questions: why did Leonard Feather feel that

this album, Cats Vs. Chicks, was necessary for bringing talented women into the spotlight? Why

did these women struggle to build wider fan-bases and why didn’t their careers take off? Women

consistently remained on the outskirts of the jazz mainstream, with just a couple exceptions.

When researching women in jazz in the 1950s, I found a lot of men who wrote that women

simply were not good enough to make it big time. My research has revealed that it was actually a

combination of informal boys-club culture, racist and sexist social expectations, and structural

prejudices that made it difficult for women jazz instrumentalists to build prolific careers in the

late 1940s and 1950s.

Very few historians have explored the topic of women in jazz in the 1950s, and even

fewer have asked why there were so few prolific women instrumentalists during that era. Jazz

historians writing about jazz, race, and gender in the 1940s and 1950s fall into two main

categories. The first of these categories are scholars who focus on jazz and race, but not gender.

This school primarily discusses male musicians. The second group of scholars examines gender,

race and jazz and its impact on both women and men. This group, though, usually focuses on the

early 1940s or the late 50s-60s, skipping over the time period that this thesis will look at.

The scholars who look at jazz in the 1940s and focus on bebop, which became the new

popular form of jazz during that time, generally focus on men and the influence of race on the

music. Unlike bebop’s predecessor of the 1930s, swing jazz, bebop was not meant for dancing,

but for listening. In his seminal work The Birth of Bebop, Scott Devaux outlines how Black

beboppers viewed the music as a way of reclaiming Black art and proving its value in

comparison to European music. Devaux argues that bebop’s musical complexity challenged
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stereotypes about music that came from Black culture. He points to this challenge as a reason for

bebop’s association with the Civil Rights Movement in the late 1950s and through the 1960s.3

While Devaux acknowledges the importance of Black masculinity in this story, he does not

address what bebop did or did not do for women instrumentalists, Black or white. Similarly,

Patrick Laurence Burke delves into the racial aspects of bebop in his history of New York jazz,

Come In And Hear The Truth: Jazz And Race on 52nd Street.4 Building off his earlier

dissertation, Burke details how racialized notions of authenticity and music shaped jazz in the

1930s and 1940s. He wrote that a conception of authenticity developed in New York at the time

“that involved a perceived connection among black identity, natural unfettered musical

expression, and resistance to the commercial market.”5 Both Devaux and Burke agree that race

and resistance to racist exploitation of Black musicians were important aspects of bebop.

However, both seem to make the mistaken assumption that race affected men and women in the

same way, or at least that the way race affected women did not matter in the bebop world.

Devaux and Burke do not address gender as it relates to men, but David Ake, an Ornette

Colemna biographer, does. Coleman was a pioneering saxophonist in the late 1950s and early

1960s who helped develop the genre of free jazz. According to Ake, Coleman’s re-envisioning of

jazz went along with his challenge to bebop gender norms. In discussing the gender norm shift

that came with Coleman’s popularity, Ake exposes the hypermasculinity of the bebop era.6

The historians who write about women in jazz typically focus on the all-women big

bands of the 1940s, some pianists and singers of the 1950s, or the rise of women instrumentalists

6 David Ake, “Re-Masculating Jazz: Ornette Coleman, ‘Lonely Woman,’ and the New York Jazz Scene in the Late
1950s,” American Music 16, no. 1. (1998): 25-44. DOI: 10.2307/3052674, 40.

5 Patrick Lawrence Burke, “Come In and Hear The Truth: Jazz And Race on 52nd Street,” (PhD Dissertation,
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2003), 13.

4 Patrick Lawrence Burke, Come In and Hear The Truth: Jazz And Race on 52nd Street (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 2008).

3 Scott Devaux, The Birth of Bebop: A Social and Musical History, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997),
15-18.
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that went along with the women’s rights movement in the 1960s and 1970s. Sherrie Tucker, in

her book Swing Shift: All-Girl Bands Of The 1940s, lays out the history and context of the rise of

all-girl bands in the 1940s. She delves into the specific kinds of sexism that both Black and white

women musicians faced during this period. She shows that the war years created space for

all-women bands, but that the end of the war saw women lose jobs to men returning home from

war. The end of her book, however, comes with the dissolution of many of these all-women

bands. Although she acknowledges that some women from these bands continued their careers

into the fifties, her focus does not extend into the later decade.7 Eileen Hayes and Linda Williams

compiled a collection of writings about women in music in their book Black Women and Music:

More than the Blues. This collection offers important insights on the careers of women singers

and instrumentalists and the challenges that Black women faced specifically, but again it does

not answer the question of what women instrumentalists did in jazz during the 1950s. The

collection focuses instead on the all-women big bands of the 1940s, foundational women blues

artists, and women singers, who occupied a different space in jazz than instrumentalists did. It

also addresses the spike in women’s participation in jazz in the 1960s and 1970s when the

women’s movement opened up space for women’s careers in music across genres.8 However, the

articles ignore the women jazz instrumentalists of the 1950s and the question of what happened

to women jazz instrumentalists in the 1950s remains. Stormy Weather: The Music and Lives of A

Century of Jazz Women by Linda Dahl broadly covers the history of women in jazz, including

profiles on specific women. This book provides important insights on the cultural context that

surrounded jazz and describes the lives of women jazz instrumentalists in detail. It does discuss

the work of some women pianists in the 1950s and it details the careers of women

8 Black Women and Music: More than the Blues, edited by Eileen Hayes and Linda F. Williams (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2007).

7 Sherrie Tucker, Swing Shift: “All- Girl” Bands of the 1940s (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2000).
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instrumentalists who worked during the 1950s. Offering one of the most comprehensive

discussions of women in jazz in the 1950s, the book still does not take on in detail the question

of why women seemed to retreat from the jazz world in the 1950s.9

Kristin McGee’s book Some Liked It Hot: Jazz Women in Film And Television, 1928-1959

includes information about women instrumentalists from before and after the 1950s. However,

this book examines women in jazz in the 1950s through the lens of television, which was a

heavily regulated and segregated space. Television was only a small sliver of jazz performances,

but McGee’s chronology of women’s jazz history seems to suggest that women instrumentalists

were relegated to television shows in the 1950s thanks to the desire to present beautiful women

on screen.10 While this may have been the case for some women, the careers of the women on

Cats Vs. Chicks demonstrate that women were in fact playing jazz off screen. While women’s

jazz historians have laid out extensively what roles women played in the 1940s and in the 1960s

in jazz, they seem to miss the decade of the 1950s. My research into Cats Vs. Chicks and the

women featured on it has shown that women were in fact present in the 1950s jazz scene, even if

they were less visible.

The scholarship in multiple fields thus shows the surprising omission of this vital decade

of jazz history. While some scholars have lamented the paucity of sources for this period, sources

do exist to make it possible to begin to sketch the contours of the experiences of women

instrumentalists in this overlooked era. These sources include jazz periodicals, memoirs,

interviews, and the music itself.

10 Kristin A. McGee, Some Liked It Hot: Jazz Women in Film And Television, 1928-1959 (Middletown, CT:
Wesleyan University Press, 2009).

9 Linda Dahl. Stormy Weather: The Music And Lives of A Century of Jazzwomen (New York: Pantheon Books,
1984).
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The primary sources this thesis uses are newspaper and magazine articles,

autobiographies, transcribed interviews, performance videos, musical recordings and personal

interviews with the author. Musical recordings and performance videos showed the kind of work

women did, and the rest of the sources provided the cultural and social context for that work. I

relied on articles from the most popular jazz magazines, Down Beat and Metronome, for most of

the information about where and when women performed and to discover what jazz critics said

about them. I used the online database, RipM Jazz to access these periodicals. Leonard Feather’s

and Terry Gibbs’s autobiographies provided insight into how the men who worked with the

women on Cats Vs. Chicks thought about gender issues and working with women at the time. I

interviewed Terry Gibbs and Norma Carson’s two daughters, and their accounts of Terry

Pollard’s and Norma Carson’s lives gave insight into how these two women and the women

around them navigated the jazz scene and what kinds of challenges they faced.

Due to the closure of archives during the COVID-19 outbreak, I was not able to access

archival records or recorded oral histories that exist in hard copies and instead relied on

secondhand accounts for some personal accounts from women. Two scholars have written

profiles for women musicians, relying on transcribed interviews, interview excerpts and

biographical material from periodicals to capture these musicians’ lives. I used these sources to

find direct quotes from women themselves. Sally Placksin’s American Women in Jazz: Their

Words, Lives, and Music provides a combination of interview excerpts from the women

themselves and overviews of information about their lives. This source weaves together personal

accounts and historical context.11 Fifties Jazz Talk: An Oral Retrospective by Gordon Jack is an

11 Sally Placksin, American Women in Jazz; 1900 to the Present: Their Words, Lives, and Music (New York: Seaview
Books, 1982). This book provides profiles on women musicians, using a combination of excerpted interviews and
biographical information. The book does not always identify where the information or interviews come from.
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oral history of jazz in the 1950s. The book includes an interview with Cats Vs. Chicks harpist

Corky Hale.12 The transcription includes a brief explanation of Corky Hale’s career.

The first chapter of the thesis establishes the context in which the album Cats Vs. Chicks

emerged. It will delve into how Leonard Feather organized the production of the album and the

reviews that the album received. In the first chapter, I will argue that, despite the boxing

metaphor that Feather provides in the liner notes, the album functioned more like a trial than

anything else. Rather than presenting the bands on an equal playing field, the album is framed as

an opportunity for women to prove that they can, in fact, live up to the musical standards set by

men. The assumption behind this album is that women need to prove their talent. The first

chapter shows how the cultural, economic, and social context of post-World War II America

cultivated professional settings that were hostile to women musicians. This context shaped the

development of the jazz industry and, by extension, women instrumentalists careers. This chapter

illuminates how sexist attitudes towards women musicians contributed to the marginalization of

women musicians, creating the impetus for Leonard Feather to make an album declaring women

talented. By laying out the social, cultural, and political context of the 1950s, chapter one sets the

stage for chapters two and three to zoom out and examine the broader social and structural

barriers to women’s success as jazz instrumentalists.

The second chapter examines the broader social and cultural ideas about gender that

dictated jazz’s relationship with femininity and women’s roles in jazz. The first part of the

chapter looks at how gender norms manifested in practice for women musicians. This section

focuses on the expectations for women’s appearance and behavior and the stereotypes regarding

women’s musical talent that were tied to how women presented. how cultural ideas of femininity,

masculinity, and norms of behavior shaped jazz. The second part of the chapter explains the

12 Jack Gordon, Fifties Jazz Talk: An Oral Retrospective (Lanham, Maryland: Scarecrow Press, 2004), 99-103.
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history of jazz’s relationship with women and the feminine. Starting with jazz’s birth in New

Orleans and ending with the rise of hypermasculine bebop culture, this history provides context

for the culture into which women instrumentalists entered when they decided to pursue careers in

jazz in the late 1940s and 1950s. This analysis is intersectional, as American ideas about

femininity and masculinity varied depending on race. Through the album Cats Vs. Chicks, the

examination of the broader structural prejudices at play, and a discussion of cultural stereotypes

that shaped women’s experiences, I show how cultural ideas about femininity, beauty, and

performance contributed to women’s struggles as jazz instrumentalists.

The third chapter assesses the opportunities available to women by focusing on the

actions of men, who both excluded and supported women. However hard women worked,

however talented they were, their access to a career in jazz often required a man’s helping hand.

The chapter explores multiple personal, familiar, and professional relationships. First, the chapter

looks at how male family members helped women get started as musicians. For most of the

women on Cats Vs. Chicks, the support and encouragement of a father or brother was vital for

the beginning of their musical pursuits. Second, the chapter discusses how male musicians could

help bring women into the folds of the jazz industry or make it even harder for women to pursue

jazz careers. This section focuses on a few women’s experiences with male musician colleagues.

Third, the chapter looks at the broader structural exclusion of women, focusing on journalists and

industry professionals. The chapter also addresses the effect of race on different women’s

experiences and how race shaped the distinct barriers that women instrumentalists faced.

Through my examination of Cats Vs. Chicks and the broader social, cultural, and

structural influences on the album, I show that women did not, in fact, disappear from the jazz

world in the 1950s. Instead, this thesis argues that a combination of cultural sexism, social
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exclusion, and ingrained prejudice worked together to keep women from success in jazz. The

women on Cats Vs. Chicks were exceedingly driven, courageous, and resilient to have the

careers they did and to overcome all the barriers to their success. Ultimately, this thesis shows

that historians need to rethink the story of American music to include a gendered perspective.

Without understanding the forces at play that kept women out of the jazz industry, it is

impossible to fully appreciate the culture of jazz.
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Chapter One:
Cats Vs. Chicks: Setting The Stage

In 1954, Terry Pollard led an interracial band of six other women  to a narrow victory in a

recorded jazz competition with an all-male band. The band’s seven members were Pollard (first

piano and vibraphone),  Beryl Booker (second piano), Corky Hecht (harp), Elaine Leighton

(drums), Mary Osborne (guitar), Norma Carson (trumpet), and Bonnie Wetzel (bass). Terry

Pollard and Beryl Booker were both Black women. The other five women were white. The

project, led by jazz critic, arranger, and producer Leonard Feather, aimed to answer the question

of whether men really were better at jazz than women and to draw attention to the women who

Feather felt had been overlooked by jazz critics and audiences.13 He gathered the two bands at a

recording studio in New York City for “A Jazz Battle of the Sexes.”14 Feather pitched the album,

called Cats Vs. Chicks, as a boxing-style fight complete with rounds and judges. The two bands,

according to the album’s liner notes, fought for the win like a pair of boxers vying for the

heavyweight championship.15 This characterization of the “battle” as a boxing match is

evocative, but far from complete. In Cats Vs. Chicks the two bands were not entering the

competition as equals. Defining the album as a championship match minimizes the history of the

systematic prejudice that had excluded both white and Black women from the jazz world and

limited their ability to succeed. Less a boxing match than a trial, the album epitomized how

women faced an uphill battle when trying to establish themselves as valuable and talented

instrumentalists.

15 Clark Terry and His Septet and Terry Pollard and Her Septet, Cats vs. Chicks (A Jazz Battle of the Sexes),
backmatter.

14 Clark Terry and His Septet and Terry Pollard and Her Septet, Cats vs. Chicks (A Jazz Battle of the Sexes), with
Bonnie Wetzel, Percy Heath, Elaine Leighton, Kenny Clarke, Mary Osborne, Tal Farlow, Corky Hecht, Beryl
Booker, Horace Silver, Urbie Green, Clark Terry, Norma Carson, Terry Pollard, produced by Leonard Feather, Nat
Hentoff, Barry Ulanaov. Recorded 1954. MGM Records, CD.

13 Leonard Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era (London: Quartet Books Limited, 1986), 141.
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Leonard Feather decided to make Cats Vs. Chicks as part of his effort to combat the

discrimination that women faced. Feather had been working to showcase women in the jazz

industry for about a decade. Following his work with a couple of women musicians, Una Mae

Carlisle and Hazel Scott, in the early-to-mid 1940s, Feather started to realize and resent the

rampant sexism in the jazz industry. In his autobiography, he wrote of his decision to start

actively supporting women musicians:

Although the sessions with Una Mae Carlisle and Hazel [Scott] could have given the impression that these
were attempts to campaign for women in jazz, it was not until a few years later that I made a conscious
effort to correct what I now realized was a problem affecting women musicians. Only the singers and, to
some extent, the pianists were able to overcome fixed attitudes on the part of those who were in a position
to employ them: not only the producers, but often the male musicians.16

Inspired to try and help women instrumentalists, Feather put together a few recording projects to

help bring attention to women musicians. The most notable of these was an album Feather

produced in 1948 for RCA-Victor records entitled, Girls in Jazz.17 This album showcased

talented women musicians and bands including the International Sweethearts of Rhythm, an

internationally famous big band, Mary Lou Williams, a renowned pianist, and Beryl Booker’s

trio. Feather hoped that the album would kickstart the careers of some of the women featured and

help them overcome the rampant sexism that they faced.18 The album did not have the impact

that Feather hoped it would, exemplifying to Feather the amount of work it would take to get

women musicians the recognition they deserved.19 So, six years later, Feather produced another

album to spotlight women musicians.20

Feather’s prominence in the industry allowed him the leeway to create a disruptive album

like Cats Vs. Chicks. Friends with many of New York’s most successful musicians, label

20 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 141.
19 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 140.
18 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era,131-133
17 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 140
16 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 129-130.
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executives, and producers, Feather was an influential figure in the industry. Feather first

discovered his passion for jazz during his childhood in Great Britain. Enchanted by the few jazz

records he scrounged from local record stores, Feather determined that he wanted to be a part of

the American music scene. His pursuit of jazz brought him to New York where he established

himself as a jazz critic and producer who also wrote and played his own music.21 Feather brought

legitimacy to the album and its message because of his success as a critic. Feather’s effort was

admirable, but no one album could undo the sexism that had been built into the industry. In fact,

not even two albums produced by a white man with significant sway in the music industry and

devoted to uplifting women in jazz would change sexist practices in jazz.

Cats Vs. Chicks featured two bands: Clark Terry’s Sextet and Terry Pollard’s Septet. As

the liner notes explained, “although the musicians on this unique session aimed at contrast rather

than content, comparison instead of competition, the fact remains that this is, in effect, a

four-round fight for the Terry-weight championship.”22 Each of the four “rounds” consisted of

one song. First, each band played “Cat Meets Chick,” a piece written specifically for this album.

It was followed by “Mamblues,” and “The Man I Love,” two older tunes. For these first three,

one band played the whole tune and then the next played their interpretation of it. The bands

played the fourth and last song, “Anything You Can Do,” together, pairing up solo

instrumentalists with their counterparts and letting them compete on a more one-on-one level.23

All but one of the tunes on Cats Vs. Chicks came from an earlier period when swing jazz

dominated the scene. Swing had been the popular music of the 1930s and even into the 1940s. It

was made for dancing and was widely appropriated by white musicians. By the 1950s, though,

23 Clark Terry and His Septet and Terry Pollard and Her Septet, Cats vs. Chicks (A Jazz Battle of the Sexes).

22 Clark Terry and His Septet and Terry Pollard and Her Septet, Cats vs. Chicks (A Jazz Battle of the Sexes),
backmatter.

21 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 6-7.
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swing was no longer in style. It had been replaced by the virtuosic and complex bebop style.24

The bands, however, reimagined the old swing-style tunes to fit more closely with a modern

bebop jazz style.25 Despite the incorporation of a more aggressive bebop style, the music on Cats

Vs. Chicks sounded more like a civil debate or a lovely evening party conversation than an

aggressive competition. The decision to play older tunes was likely an attempt to appeal to older,

wealthier, whiter audiences.

Leonard Feather assembled the seven-person all-women band especially for the album.

Although Mary Osborne, Bonnie Wetzel, Elaine Leighton, and Beryl Booker had played together

at various times in Booker’s trio, all seven women had not ever played together prior to the

album. The seven women came from a range of musical backgrounds, from classical to swing

and bebop, and each woman brought her own style to the recording session. For example, Elaine

Leighton’s drumming was defined by the steady pulse and light touch typical of big band swing.

Consequently, she struggled at times to support the bebop styles of Terry Pollard, Nomra Carson,

and Beryl Booker. Corky Hecht’s harp also sounded out of place. She was trained as a classical

harpist, and played as one. She even quotes a bit of Prokofiev’s Peter and the Wolf during her

solo on “The Man I Love.” While her talent as a harpist is clear, her ability as a jazz soloist did

not match the standard set by other women. However, the places where the “Chicks” band

struggled had less to do with a lack of talent and more to do with the conglomeration of musical

styles. In contrast, the men on Cats Vs. Chicks were all well-established bebop musicians who

had played together on numerous occasions. The men had the benefit of all coming from the

same musical tradition—bebop. The women, on the other hand, had to navigate playing in a

newly formed band with musicians who played in markedly different styles.

25 Clark Terry and His Septet and Terry Pollard and Her Septet, Cats vs. Chicks (A Jazz Battle of the Sexes).
24 Ted Gioia, The History of Jazz (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2011), 187-190.
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In the women’s band, Terry Pollard, Norma Carson, and Beryl Booker most clearly

brought bebop style into their interpretations of these songs. The reimaginings of “Mamblues,”

“The Man I Love,” and “Anything You Can Do” adhered more closely to a modern jazz style.

Their swinging and virtuosic solos injected energy into each piece. Their driving, virtuosic solos

were fast-paced, musically complex, and forward-moving; each injects energy into the swing era

tunes.26 Norma Carson, Terry Pollard, and Beryl Booker stand out as the most progressive

performers in the band. Going head-to-head with the established male performers on Cats Vs.

Chicks, they showcase the impressive talents and musical ingenuity of women jazz musicians

during the 1950s.

The clearest proof that the idea of a “male” versus a “female” style was based in sexism

rather than reality is displayed in the last tune, “Anything You Can Do.” The male and female

pianists, trumpet players, and guitarists performed against each other, trading eights and fours,

soloing one after another. If it were not for the brief spoken introductions that prefaced the solos

of each instrument group, it would be practically impossible to distinguish the men from the

women. The male and female soloists are equally matched in their abilities to create complex and

melodically inventive solos in the bebop style. There was no distinct female style that indicated

when the women played. There was no noticeable masculinity when the men played. A few

months after the album’s release, Leonard Feather conducted a blindfold review of Cats Vs.

Chicks, meaning that the reviewer did not know the name of the album or who played on it. She

expressed her surprise when she found out she’d been listening to women.27 By showing the

equal competence of the bands, the album did succeed in challenging the validity of the division

between men and women, even if ultimately it failed to expand opportunities for women.

27 Nat Hentoff, “Cats Vs. Chicks: Cat Meets Chick (two versions); Mamblues (two versions); the Man I Love (two
versions); Anything You Can Do,” Down Beat, October 6, 1954, 12.

26 Clark Terry and His Septet and Terry Pollard and Her Septet, Cats vs. Chicks (A Jazz Battle of the Sexes).
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Three “judges” sat in on the recording to determine the winner. All three

judges—Leonard Feather,  Nat Hentoff, and Barry Ulanov, were white men and well-known jazz

critics. Notably, no women were involved in the judging. Each man decided which band he

thought won each “round.” Feather and Hentoff both called two “rounds” for the women, one for

the men, and one as a tie. Ulanov, a vehement bebop fan, declared the men victors for every

“round.”28 The women narrowly won the competition since two of the judges favored them. Yet,

the judges easily could have counted the score in a different way and declared the victory for the

men. The decision to count points in the way that they did exemplifies Feather’s purpose in

creating the album—to show that women could play.

These judges carried a lot of weight in the jazz world. In addition to publishing books on

jazz, they were all regular contributors to publications like Down Beat and Metronome, the two

most prominent jazz magazines of the time. Hentoff and Ulanov wrote most of the album

reviews for Down Beat and Metronome respectively. Meanwhile, Feather was a widely read

critic who wrote for most of the jazz publications of the day. Their reviews of the album and

participation in its production validated the project as something worth listening to.

Hentoff’s and Ulanov’s published reviews of the album elaborated on their decisions as

judges. Hentoff, who believed the competition was a close win for the women, claimed the

album had a “Simone de Beauvoir perspective” for asking the question “are women jazz

musicians always to be regarded as genetically inferior to their male associates?”29 This

association with Simone de Beauvoir, a pioneering feminist, suggested that it was inherently

radical for anyone to question the dominance of men in jazz. Additionally, it highlighted a

29 Hentoff, “Cats Vs. Chicks: Cat Meets Chick (two versions); Mamblues (two versions); the Man I Love (two
versions); Anything You Can Do,” Down Beat, 12.

28 Clark Terry and His Septet and Terry Pollard and Her Septet, Cats vs. Chicks (A Jazz Battle of the Sexes),
backmatter.
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prominent belief among jazz fans that there was something biologically different between men

and women that made women inherently worse at playing jazz. Even if Hentoff did not agree

with this perspective, his question implied that many of his readers did. Hentoff added that the

comparisons between individual musicians were “almost all close enough for interesting

competition,” although he admitted that Clark Terry (trumpet) and Kenny Clarke (drums) were

much better than Norma Carson (trumpet) and Elaine Leighton (drums). He called out Clark

Terry for an uncharacteristic waver at the end of “Man I Love” and lauded Beryl Booker for her

performance on the same song.30 Hentoff’s review seems meritocratic, acknowledging the talents

and shortcomings of both bands.

Barry Ulanov, on the other hand, conveyed a more conservative attitude towards gender

in jazz at the time: “To the women, for pulchritude. To the men, for jazz.”31 Ulanov repeated the

common trope of women as pretty faces and men as serious musicians. Although he

acknowledges that some of the women were good and effective in some of the songs, he argues

that the men were superior.32 Given that the other two judges believed that the women won at

least two of the rounds, Ulanov’s stubborn belief that the men were better across the board hinted

at some kind of implicit bias. Ulanov’s perspective highlights one of the primary challenges that

women faced—critics and audiences simply did not believe that women could play as well as

men.

Cats Vs. Chicks was a small but important attempt to undermine the dominant sexist

ideas about who could and should play jazz. It was not a stand alone gimmick to get attention. It

was an intentional resistance to the sexism women faced in jazz. Yet, despite Leonard Feather’s

32 Ulanov, “Battle of the Sexes,” Metronome, 35.
31 Barry Ulanov, “Battle of the Sexes,” Metronome, November 1954, 35.

30 Hentoff, “Cats Vs. Chicks: Cat Meets Chick (two versions); Mamblues (two versions); the Man I Love (two
versions); Anything You Can Do,” 12.
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goal of uplifting women’s careers, Cats Vs. Chicks was just one more performance that put

women on trial for being untalented. The women on Cats Vs. Chicks had already spent years,

some more than a decade, working as jazz musicians at the time they recorded the album. The

story of the battle of the bands that took place on that album was a result of the hard work, good

luck, and perseverance of the women featured. Before Leonard Feather ever conceived of this

album, the women who went on to form the band had already fought for their careers in jazz. All

of the women, though, endured the pressure and the curse of being women in a world that

catered to men.

Almost from jazz’s inception, women jazz instrumentalists have struggled against

viewer’s perceptions that they were performing masculinity. This attitude towards women

musicians reflects a long-standing belief that jazz resides exclusively in a masculine world. Since

jazz first became popular in the 1920s and 1930s, jazz audiences derided women musicians “as

singers who didn’t sing, dancers who didn’t dance, crossdressers who performed entertainment

understood as masculine in bodies understood as feminine.”33 One 1937 Down Beat article

described a drummer in an all-women band as a “Gene Krupa in girls’ clothes” (Gene Krupa was

a wildly popular male drummer in the Benny Goodman band).34 Audiences and critics perceived

women musicians as striving for masculinity and abandoning femininity, as if the very act of

playing an instrument well was incompatible with also being womanly.

Women who played instruments coded as masculine especially had to cope with this idea

of performing masculinity. Piano, harp, and sometimes guitar were all considered appropriate for

women to play. Firstly, they did not require distortion of the face. The actual way in which these

instruments were played allowed women to maintain their aesthetic and sexually attractive

34 “They Have A Gene Krupa In Girls’ Clothes,” Down Beat, April 1937, 22.

33 Sherrie Tucker, Swing Shift: “All- Girl” Bands of the 1940s (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2000),
6.
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presentations, as opposed to horn instruments that require the distortion of the face. Secondly,

Piano, harp, guitar were also associated with at-home musical entertainment. Women could

reasonably play these instruments in a salon or living room without disrupting a peaceful home

environment. And lastly, all of these instruments could fairly easily be played while sitting down

and they were not perceived as exceptionally strenuous (in contrast to something like a standing

bass, drums, or a saxophone), allowing for women to maintain their appearance as delicate

beings.35 Writing for Down Beat in 1948, one contributor explained the gendering of instruments,

“Women are better performers on strings and piano, which are essentially sympathetic

instruments more in keeping with their temperament. They do NOT shine on wind instruments,

however, nor do they make good percussionists.”36 The belief that women could not, or should

not, play certain instruments added to the challenges for women instrumentalists who played

horn instruments, drum, bass, or other instruments that were thought to be unfeminine.

Popular jazz magazines published prejudiced ideas about women who played jazz

instruments. One critic wrote in 1938 that, “If more girl drummers had cradle rocking experience

before their musical endeavors they might come closer to getting on the beat.”37 He went on to

argue that all women lacked emotion in their performances, claiming, “it would seem that though

women are the weaker sex they would still be able to bring more of a poor, defenseless horn than

something that sounds like a cry for help.” He continued, “You can forgive them for lacking guts

in their playing but even women should be able to play with feeling and expression and they

never do.”38 This particular author expressed the widespread idea that women were naturally

less musical than men, just as they were naturally more nurturing than men. However, he even

38 “Why Women Musicians Are Inferior,” Down Beat, 4.
37 “Why Women Musicians Are Inferior,” Down Beat, 4.
36 “Why Women Musicians Are Inferior,” Down Beat, February 1938, 4.

35 Linda Dahl, Stormy Weather: The Music and Lives of A Century of Jazzwomen (New York: Pantheon Books,
1984), 35-44
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suggests that women do not even adequately bring feminine qualities to their music Other male

critics writing on the topic of women instrumentalists expressed similar sentiments. Implying

that women secured jobs with beauty rather than talent, a reviewer in Metronome wrote, “The

female in jazz has this one basic attraction even before she begins to make music. The guys in

the place look before they listen.”39 The function of these kinds of critiques was to remind

audiences and women performers that women instrumentalists did not belong in the world of

good jazz music.

Commentators, whether professional critics or opinionated fans, used the phrase “you

play good for a girl” as a weapon against women to make sure that they understood their place in

the jazz world. No matter how well women played, this phrase suggests, no woman could ever

outplay a man. In a feature on the 1948 album Girls In Jazz released by RCA records, Leonard

Feather highlighted the sexism that women musicians faced, writing “one of their commonest

complaints is the backhanded compliment, ‘not bad for a girl,’ which so often greets their

work.”40 By 1954, not much had changed for women jazz musicians. They still had to prove that

they were not just “good for a girl,” but that they were good, and that their gender did not hinder

their musical abilities.

It took incredible skill for women to overcome the preconceived ideas about whether they

could or should play jazz. The women on Cats Vs. Chicks succeeded in this endeavor. Despite all

of the seixsm that shaped the perception of women instrumentalists, the women featured on the

Cats Vs. Chicks enjoyed glowing reviews of their performances throughout their careers. While

playing a concert in 1946 with some of bebop’s most famous contributors like Dizzy Gillespie,

Coleman Hawkins, and Art Tatum, Mary Osborne impressed her audience. According to a

40 Leonard Feather, “Girls in Jazz,” In The Groove, February, 1948, 5.
39 Jack. “Leave it to the Girls.” Metronome, December 1956, 18-19
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reviewer in Metronome, “As good as the Big Three were, this reviewer, and a large number of

the jazz fans present, were knocked out more by the gargantuan talent of amazing girl guitarist

Mary Osborne.”41 The Beryl Booker Trio, which at the time featured Booker along with Elaine

Leighton and Bonnie Wetzel, received a glowing review in 1953 from a Down Beat critic: “All

three girls are good solo vocalists. Beyond any doubt, if some smart booking agent grabs it, this

threesome could be one of the country’s top-money jazz units in no time.”42 Nat Hentoff

reviewed a 1955 performance of Terry Pollard’s and complimented her style and talent

definitively. He wrote, “Terry, as in person, is an exuberant gas. She swings hard, and while her

range of dynamics could be wider, she has generally interesting conception on both jumpers and

ballads.”43 These three reviews demonstrate the talent represented by the women on the Cats Vs.

Chicks album.

Two of the women featured on Cats Vs. Chicks, Norma Carson and Bonnie Wetzel,

explicitly explained their perspectives on the sexism in the jazz world in interviews with Leonard

Feather. Norma Carson, the trumpeter, underscored the sexism in the jazz industry when she

stated, “I’ve never found it an advantage to be a girl...If a trumpet player is wanted for a job and

somebody suggests me, they’ll say, ‘What? A Chick?’ and put me down without even hearing

me.”44 Carson flitted in and out of the jazz world, frustrated that most of the jobs she could find

were in all-women bands and that her male contemporaries did not take her seriously as a

musician.45 Even though she never stopped playing, the sexism she faced exhausted her.46 Carson

struggled with jazz culture because she wanted to be taken seriously in an industry that persisted

46 April Newman (Norma Carson’s daughter) in conversation with the author, March 2021.
45 Feather, “Girls In Jazz: This Chick Plays Like Navarro,” Down Beat, 3.
44 Leonard Feather, “Girls In Jazz: This Chick Plays Like Navarro,” Down Beat, April 6, 1951, 3.
43 Hentoff, Nat. “Jazz Reviews.” Down Beat, September 1955, 20.
42 Len. “Beryl booker 3 Draws Raves.” Down Beat, July 1953, 2.
41 “Tatum Tops Philly Concert: Four Others Reviewed.” Metronome, January 1946, 46-47.
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in painting her, and other women, as amateurs, not worth the time of serious jazz players and

investors.47

Even when women were hired as performers, men still often did not take them seriously

as musicians. In an interview for Down Beat with Leonard Feather, Bonnie Wetzel tried to put a

positive spin on the way women were treated. “Maybe some of the guys look on having a girl

bass player as a sort of gimmick. That’s all right with me. I won’t ever mind being a gimmick;

just give me a job and let me play!”48 Wetzel exploited the idea of women musicians as unusual

and gimmicky, but she was still contending with rampant sexist ideas. Perhaps Carson was a

pessimist and Wetzel an optimist. Either way, they both describe similar experiences of

sexism—it was incredibly hard for women musicians to get their male peers to take them

seriously. They were either laughed out of the room or brought in as a novelty, but rarely

included as a musician just for their talent.

The historical context of the 1940s, the decade during which many of the women featured

on the album forged their careers, explains the attitudes of music businessmen. The 1940s

brought new opportunities for women musicians in the jazz world, thrusting them, if only

temporarily, into the spotlight. The entertainment industry boomed during the war years.

Americans craved entertainment as they coped with the looming presence of World War II, and

as demand for entertainment and jazz dance bands grew, the labor pool of male musicians

shrank.49 Men left big bands to answer the draft, and the industry and the audiences had to turn

elsewhere to satisfy the demand. All-women bands like the International Sweethearts of Rhythm

stepped up to fill the gaps. As the government drafted young men into the military and pulled

49 Scott Devaux, The Birth of Bebop: A Social and Musical History (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997),
241-242.

48 Leonard Feather, “A Bonnie Bassist, Mrs. Wetzel,” Down Beat, January 25, 1952, 2
47 Feather, “Girls In Jazz: This Chick Plays Like Navarro,” Down Beat, 3.
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them out of the labor market, new opportunities arose for women of all races to get higher paying

and more stable jobs.50 However, venue owners and industry executives still viewed women

musicians as temporary replacements for the men. This narrative of women as amateurs

demonstrates the real-life impact of the idea of women as “performing masculinity.” In this case,

women were seen as stepping in while the pros were preoccupied. The notion of women

somehow being a not-as-good alternative to men helped set the stage for women to lose job

opportunities after the war.51

It is important to note that all-women bands did not spontaneously pop up in response to

the exodus of men musicians. The war did not suddenly expose women to jazz; it did, though,

expose jazz audiences to women who had already been playing.52 The war years brought more

visibility to women musicians, notably drawing the attention of important jazzmen like Leonard

Feather. Feather first started working with women musicians in the early 1940s, and towards the

end of the war he came to appreciate the specific set of challenges that women faced in jazz and

committed himself to try to help uplift women musicians.53 The notice that women musicians’

work in the 1940s received from important jazz influencers like Leonard Feather was one of the

few positive and lasting impacts of the war years.

For the most part, the talent and popularity of all-women bands in the early 1940s did

little to change popular attitudes towards women in jazz. In fact, during the post-war years,

sexism in the jazz industry only grew. As in other industries around the country, men returning

home from war enjoyed employment priority, and the women were asked to step aside.

Advocates of employing men painted women musicians as thieves who stole men’s jobs, setting

53 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Erad, 129.
52 Tucker, Swing Shift: All-Girl Bands Of The 1940s, 37.
51 Tucker, Swing Shift: All-Girl Bands Of The 1940s, 41 & 37.
50 Devaux, The Birth of Bebop: A Social and Musical History,  241-242.
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up an inevitable tension between female musicians on the one hand, who wanted and needed to

work, and male musicians, who claimed that they deserved the jobs as breadwinners. Those who

did not want women playing jazz, including social conservatives and male musicians, dismissed

the success that women’s bands enjoyed during the war as a brief and impermanent privilege.54

In the postwar years, the labor infrastructure was rebuilt to favor men musicians. For example,

the American Federation of Musicians (AFM), the most powerful musician’s union, encouraged

bookers to hire musicians who had fought in the war.55 While women were not explicitly named

in this policy, it nonetheless deliberately targeted them because women were not allowed to fight

as soldiers in the war and therefore could not access the benefits that returning GIs enjoyed.

The opportunities for women musicians dried up rapidly in the post-war years, and the

same social trends of post-war America only exacerbated this challenge. As the 1950s

approached, Americans left cities, the primary location for live jazz, to the increasingly

privatized lifestyle of the suburbs. They started spending more money on at-home comforts than

on live entertainment.56 By 1954 when Cats Vs. Chicks came out, the young, especially white,

Americans who had spent their war years going out to jazz and dance clubs had retreated to the

suburbs.57 For the music industry, this population shift meant that audiences stayed home more

and enjoyed entertainment from personalized technology like television, radio, and record

players. Performance opportunities shrank, heightening competition for gigs.58 So, as the men

returned and organizations like the AFM pushed for bookers and venues to favor war veterans

and the employment opportunities for jazz musicians shrank, women got squeezed out of the

58 McGee, Some Liked It Hot: Jazz Women in Film And Television, 1928-1959, 208.
57 McGee, Some Liked It Hot: Jazz Women in Film And Television, 1928-1959, 208-209.

56 Kristin A. McGee, Some Liked It Hot: Jazz Women in Film And Television, 1928-1959 (Middletown, CT:
Wesleyan University Press, 2009), 208-209.

55 Tucker, Swing Shift: All-Girl Bands Of The 1940s, 320
54 Tucker, Swing Shift: All-Girl Bands Of The 1940s, 320
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sliver of spotlight they had enjoyed during the war years.59 These circumstances meant more

musicians were competing for fewer jobs, and those fewer jobs usually went to men.60

The drop in visibility for women’s bands that came with the end of the war made it seem

like women disappeared from the jazz scene. However, women like the seven on Cats Vs.

Chicks, who had, for the most part, started out their careers during or after the war years,

demonstrate that women did not stop playing and stay home. Instead, they had to work even

harder just to get hired or to get noticed. While the boxing match metaphor that Leonard Feather

devised might have oversimplified the gender issues in the jazz world in the 1950s, it does hint at

the kind of competition going on for jobs between men and women in the post war years.

Some of the all-girl big bands from the early 1940s continued to play after the war;

however, most broke up by the early 1950s. A few bands featuring all white women performers

found opportunities on television, but those opportunities were almost never afforded to

all-women Black bands.61 Many women followed the wider trend in jazz towards smaller

ensembles of three or four. Beryl Booker started her own trio, which at times included Elaine

Leighton, Mary Osborne, and Bonnie Wetzel.62 Terry Pollard worked in a well-known quartet led

by vibraphonist Terry Gibbs (a man).63 Bonnie Wetzel also worked in a male-led quartet.64

Women after the war, just like women before the war, continued to pursue their passion for music

and learned to adapt to the changing landscape of the jazz industry. It was not easy for

them—industry structures, labor policies, and social pressures all pushed for women to leave the

jazz world after the war.

64 Ted Hallock, “TD Crew Sports Girl Bass Player.” Down Beat, September 7, 1951.
63 Terry Gibbs, Good Vibes: A Life in Jazz (Lanham, Maryland, and Oxford: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 2003), 155.

62 “Beryl Booker Trio” Down Beat, January 13, 1954, 16. Leonard Feather, “Tatum and Cole Get Four Stars from
Erroll Garner ON Blindfold Test,” Metronome, October, 1950, 19. Feather, Earwitness to An Era, 133.

61 McGee, Some Liked It Hot: Jazz Women in Film And Television, 1928-1959, 211.
60 McGee, Some Liked It Hot: Jazz Women in Film And Television, 1928-1959, 201-2
59 Tucker, Swing Shift: All-Girl Bands Of The 1940s, 320.
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An array of conservative social pressures combined to make it more difficult for women

to find work in jazz. The socially conservative attitudes of the late 1940s and 1950s discouraged

women from pursuing the lifestyle that went along with being a jazz musician—playing late

night gigs, staying up to go to jam sessions, moving around the country, socializing freely with

men, with strangers, and with people of different races.65 Especially once women musicians got

married and had children, the pressure for them to stay home increased. Marian McPartland, a

widely popular woman pianist, commented on her fellow women musicians’ decisions to step

back from their careers in favor of spending more time with their families. In an interview with

Wayne Enstice in 1996, McPartland said of Vi Redd, a talented and popular saxophonist, that

Redd “was working with Earl Hines, or some big band, and she was trying to raise a family. Her

kids said to her, ‘Oh, Mommy, we don't like you being on the road.’ So she left the band and

maybe sabotaged part of her career, or maybe all of it.” She added that Mary Osborne made a

similar decision to prioritize her family. McPartland recalled that Osborne’s husband had gotten a

job in California, bringing Mary with him, and that “she was right out of the scene…But when

she came back to New York and tried to do something, nobody knew about her anymore.”66

McPartland’s accounts of Redd’s and Osborne’s decisions to prioritize their families over their

ambitions show the challenges that women faced in trying to balance their work and their

families. According to a 1950 Down Beat update, Elaine Leighton followed a similar path and

temporarily left the band she was playing with at the time to “keep house for her hubby Kenny

O’Brien.”67 Perhaps because of the social expectations for women to prioritize their families

67 The Square. “Strictly Ad Lib.” Down Beat, November 17, 1950, 6

66 Wayne Enstice, Jazzwomen: Conversations with Twenty-One Musicians (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana
University Press, 2004), 261.

65 Kristin A. McGee, Some Liked It Hot: Jazz Women in Film And Television, 1928-1959 (Middletown, CT:
Wesleyan University Press, 2009), 23-25.
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more than their jobs or the pressures and stresses of juggling responsibilities as mothers, wives,

and musicians, these women decided to step back from their careers.

Women jazz musicians could not escape the increasing cultural emphasis on children

having present mothers.68 After the end of World War II, Americans reverted to a strict idea of

what a perfect family should be—the woman staying at home to ensure proper parental support

for the children and the men going to work. Working women were seen as irresponsible

mothers.69 Women jazz musicians shouldered this pressure just as much as other women, if not

more. Many of them were often gone touring the country with their bands, left with very little

time to spend with their children. For example, after four years touring with the Terry Gibbs

Quartet, Terry Pollard decided to return home to Detroit to raise her son, according to Gibbs.

While she continued to play for the rest of her life, Pollard turned away from the more lucrative

jobs she had touring in order to raise her family.70 Gibbs speculated in an interview with the

author that Pollard felt the pulls of motherhood and the guilt of being away from her child,

explaining, “she was a woman. She was a mother. She wanted to bring up her little boy.”71

The demands of motherhood might have interrupted jazzwomen’s careers, but women

were determined to play and still found creative—and often unconventional—ways of balancing

their family responsibilities and their work. Beryl Booker worked around bars in Philadelphia

and New York as a single mother, likely with the support of her family.72 She managed to raise

her daughter and at the same time live the very lifestyle that conservatives felt posed a threat to

American family values. In an interview with the author, Norma Carson’s daughter remembered,

72 Leonard Feather, “Girls in Jazz: Beryl Best Since Mary Lou?” Down Beat April 4, 1952, 8.
71 Terry Gibbs (Bandleader) in discussion with author, March 2021.
70 Gibbs, Good Vibes, 177

69 Sherrie Tucker, Swing Shift: All-Girl Bands Of The 1940s (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2000),
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68 The Home Front. “War And Life Segment.” (Heritage Films, 1985) documentary, from Films on Demand
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“even when I was little little, my parents used to go into the city. We’d make a day of it, and go

to dinner. After dinner they’d go to a club and they’d take turns sitting in and I’d fall asleep in

the arms of whoever wasn’t sitting in.”73 Like many working women, women jazz musicians

often did not conform to mainstream American family ideals, finding unconventional ways to

incorporate work and motherhood into their lives. The challenges and demands of pursuing

motherhood and jazz instrumentalist careers were hugs. Yet, the women persisted.

By 1954, women faced an industry that did not believe they should be playing jazz and a

society that told them to go home. An album like Cats Vs. Chicks was a radical resistance to

these beliefs.  Unlike the Girls In Jazz album that Feather produced in 1948, Cats Vs. Chicks

unabashedly demanded that audiences pay attention to the women. The few popular all-women

big bands had, for the most part, fallen apart, and the hypermasculinity of bebop took root in the

larger jazz culture.  By the time he produced Cats Vs. Chicks, Leonard Feather had learned what

the women he supported already knew—audiences just could not look past women musicians’

gender. Cats Vs. Chicks was a more aggressive, more blatant attempt to sell the music of women

musicians. Cats Vs. Chicks was not a boxing match—it was part of an ongoing struggle to prove

to audiences that women were worth listening to.

73 Rachel Newman, Norma Carson’s daughter, in interview with the author, March 2021.
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Chapter Two:

“I Never Found It An Advantage To Be A Girl”: Gender Norms, Femininity, and Masculinity in

Jazz

For women entering the jazz world, the effects of gender expectations and sexism seeped

into every aspect of their careers and performances. They had to grapple with the complex and

often contradictory gender roles and ideas of femininity. The gender norms and expectations that

dictated women’s behavior added to the challenge of assimilating into the male-dominant jazz

world. These norms and expectations changed based on women’s racial identity, and the white

women and Black women represented in the all-women band on Cats Vs. Chicks each dealt with

distinct forms of sexism, gender norms, and ideals of femininity.

Jazz gender norms undermined women jazz instrumentalists’ professional goals in two

primary ways. First, women in the 1940s and 1950s had to break into a social world where

masculinity ruled. Until the 1970s, many audience members, critics, and musicians alike

associated musical improvisation, a defining characteristic of jazz, with assertiveness and

masculinity.74 The rise of bebop in the early 1940s exacerbated the already existing idea that jazz

was masculine. The hypermasculine bebop culture tied masculinity with stamina and power in

both music and behavior.75 As the new challenging music that most young jazz musicians wanted

to be able to play, Bebop set the standards for jazz culture as a whole. The primarily male spaces

in which bebop existed encouraged this trend towards hypermasculinity.

The second challenge for women who wanted to become a part of this bebop-influenced

jazz world was to step into a misogynistic culture and a masculine role. They had to go into

75 David Ake, “Re-Masculating Jazz: Ornette Coleman, ‘Lonely Woman,’ and the New York Jazz Scene in the Late
1950s,” American Music 16, no. 1. (1998): 40.

74 Linda Dahl, Stormy Weather: The Music And Lives of A Century of Jazzwomen (New York: Pantheon Books,
1984), 36.
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male-dominated physical spaces where they were the odd-one out, where the very association of

their bodies, behaviors, and appearances with the feminine made their audiences assume their

lack of talent. The value that the jazz world placed on bebop style implied that women should

strive to assimilate into this male culture. Yet, despite the glorification of the masculine in jazz,

women were still expected to present in traditionally feminine ways. Managers, bookers,

promoters, and bandleaders all put pressure on women to be beautiful, elegant, and all-around

feminine. Women were expected to wear pretty dresses, to smile, to act with grace. In essence,

they were hired to be attractive to male audiences. So, women were stuck in a double bind. Jazz

communicated that serious musicianship required masculinity, but American culture more

broadly demanded adherence to the strict borders of gender norms with women as second class

and submissive to men.

Because of the complex gender norms that women jazz musicians dealt with, they faced a

plethora of expectations that were nearly impossible to meet, restrictive, and sexist. Pauline

Braddy, the drummer for the International Sweethearts of Rhythm, one of the most well-known

all-women bands of the late 1930s and 1940s, highlighted how women were restricted by gender

expectations and norms, even while their male counterparts found new freedoms in their

masculinity. Leonard Feather quoted her as saying, “Boy, did we ever have rules and regulations!

If you broke them, you were out. Young ladies don’t smoke, and young ladies don’t sit at the bar,

and young ladies always carry their gloves and wear their hats, and young ladies never dance

with fellas who aren’t wearing ties and jackets.”76 Rules like these point to the specific ideal of a

collected, elegant, modest, delicate femininity. Women had to carefully balance between

appealing to men’s sexual and racial fantasies and avoiding accusations of frivolity or

immorality.

76 Leonard Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era (London: Quartet Books Limited, 1986), 138.
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The demand for women musicians to look good (wear elegant dresses, have neat hairdos,

accentuate the curves of their bodies) bred accusations that women musicians lacked talent and

commitment and that they were only hired for their visual appeal. One man wrote an article for

Down Beat in 1938 entailing the reasons that he believed women did not meet men’s standards of

playing jazz. Women, he asserted, were concerned about contorting their faces because they did

not want to appear “silly in the eyes of men.”77 However, if women musicians ever failed to meet

the standard set by men musicians, it was due to the behind-the-scenes struggles and systematic

exclusion they endured.

Peggy Gilbert, a leader of a popular all-women band, published a response in 1938 to the

article quoted above that called out the industry for its sexism and explained how this one man’s

perspective was representative of many of the reasons that women struggled to establish

successful jazz musician careers. In a 1938 article in Down Beat titled “How Can You Blow A

Horn With A Brassiere,” Gilbert accused her male colleagues of demeaning women and

propagating sexist ideas about women musicians. Demonstrating the wider issue of how women

musicians’ male peers refused women entrance into the jazz scene,78 she wrote:

A woman has to be a thousand times more talented, has to have a thousand times more initiative even to be
recognized as the peer of the least successful man. Why? Because of that age-old prejudice against women,
that time-worn idea that women are the weaker sex, that women are innately inferior to men.”79

Even when women were talented and played well, then, they were still valued less than men

musicians. Gilbert’s point about women having to work harder than their male counterparts for

less recognition resonates with women’s accounts of sexism across industries.

The obsession with women’s appearances was ever-present and constantly twisted to

make it seem like the women themselves were the ones selling their own sexuality. In reality it

79 Gilbert, “How Can You Blow A Horn With A Brassiere,” Down Beat, 3.
78 Peggy Gilbert, “How Can You Blow A Horn With A Brassiere,” Down Beat, April 1938, 3.
77 “Why Women Musicians Are Inferior,” Down Beat, February 1938, 4.
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was a cabal of promoters, club owners, jazz critics, and managers who focused on women’s

looks. Historian Linda Dahl wrote that all-women bands in the 1930s had to make a “truce”

between making more money and focusing on their music since “women bandleaders were

picked for their physical assets as much as for their musicianship.”80 As Peggy Gilbert stated in

her defense of women bands, the snug dresses, the uncomfortable brassieres, and the demand to

look effortless and beautiful made performances even more challenging and stressful.81 She

exposed how men in power pushed women to focus on appearances, writing, “the manager is

continuously reminding the girls not to take the music so seriously, but to relax, to smile.”82 She

showed how ridiculous this expectation was, asking,

“How can you smile with a horn in your mouth? How can you relax when a girdle is throttling you and a
brassiere strap holds your arm in a vise? If we quaver a little on the high notes, it’s because we are asked to
do a Houdini—and if we hit an occasional blue note, it’s because we play with too much feeling, and
mascara gets in our eyes.”83

The women who wanted to play their music were forced to care about their looks and to present

in a specifically feminine way, smiling and making performances seem delicate and easy, even as

men were allowed to show the hard work involved. Unlike their male counterparts, women had

to fit a mold and they had to protect their physical appeal—an impossible task with which men

never had to assume.

Promoters and managers believed that attractive women would bring more paying male

audiences to venues, but not because of women musician’s talent. They wanted to capitalize on

women’s sex appeal to male audiences. Lucille Dixon, bassist for the International Sweethearts

of Rhythm, wrote of her female manager’s focus on women’s appearance,

After about the first week, the manager came to me and she said, 'Gee Whiz,' we know you're playing all
the right notes, but even if you play the wrong one, you have to smile.' That was very disillusioning,
because to me, music always came first, playing the correct music. And this is one thing I find against girls'

83 Gilbert, “How Can You Blow A Horn With A Brassiere,” Down Beat, 3.
82 Gilbert, “How Can You Blow A Horn With A Brassiere,” Down Beat, 3.
81 Gilbert, “How Can You Blow A Horn With A Brassiere,” Down Beat, 3.
80 Dahl, Stormy Weather: The Music and Lives of A Century of Jazzwomen, 48.
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bands—and I don't say it holds true today, but at that time it did: More femininity is projected, more so than
what is being played. And when she told me that, I realized that what I was playing on the instrument came
second. I had to sell myself.84

Dixon’s account encapsulates the pressure that promoters and managers put on women to appear

feminine—to smile, to look thin and beautiful, to avoid distorting their faces. While women

might have been important tools for selling jazz, the focus was on women’s sexuality and not

their musical ability.

As was true for men in jazz, women in jazz faced racialized gender norms—the

implications of becoming a jazz instrumentalist were different for Black women and white

women. The women whose morality and purity the non-jazz-loving American public mostly

wanted to protect were white. Opponents to jazz and the culture that sprung up around it pointed

to standards of white middle class femininity when they argued that jazz demeaned the moral

purity of the American public. This version of femininity was delicate and diminutive and

incorporated a modest sexuality.

White jazz critics’ focus on white femininity ideals neglected the unique experience of

Black women musicians. A 1939 Down Beat article written by Ted Toll exemplified the erasure

of Black women. Toll wrote that women lacked the experience to play jazz because they did not

spend time around Black musicians.85 He claimed that if women had been able to study music

and practice with Black jazz musicians, they might have been better. When Toll referred to

women here, he meant white women. Black women who were a part of the jazz music world

most definitely have spent time around Black jazzmen. As discussed in chapter three, Black

women, like white women, often benefited from the guidance and teachings they received from

their instrument-playing fathers and brothers. The statements Toll made here exposed both racist

85 Ted Toll, “The Gal Yippers Have No Place In Our Jazz Bands,” Down Beat October 15, 1939: 16.

84 Sally Placksin, American Women in Jazz; 1900 to the Present: Their Words, Lives, and Music (New York:
Seaview Books, 1982), 176.
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and sexist ideas about who can play jazz and why. He expressed the racist notion that Black

people (men) have some inexplicable ability to play jazz that white people lack. At the same

time, he stated the widespread notion that (white) women should not and cannot access this

ability. Toll’s analysis of women in jazz, however, leaves many questions unanswered for Black

women. Did white contemporaries believe that Black women had access to this intangible jazz

ability that Black men did? Or were they in the same lesser position as white women?

Toll’s erasure of Black women highlights the unique challenges that Black women faced.

Black women did not have access to white femininity or Black masculinity, both of which held

certain attractions for the most desirable jazz audience: white men. Promoters believed that

women had a sexual appeal that drew male eyes, and held racist notions of beauty suggested that

white women were the most desirable. On the other hand, they also felt that Black men in

particular enjoyed access to folk authenticity in both jazz and the blues.86 While Black women

singers also benefited from this idea of folk authenticity, Black women instrumentalists did not.87

The white washing of Terry Pollard on the cover of Cats Vs. Chicks exemplified the

hypersexualized, racialized beauty standard that women were expected to achieve. The cover

showed a stylized depiction of Clarke Terry and Terry Pollard on the verge of a physical fight.88

Terry held his trumpet over his head, and Pollard brandished her Vibraphone mallets. Pollard’s

depicition capitalized on her womanhood and sex appeal. Her waist was so thin it almost

disappeared before bursting out into sensually wide hips. Her dress was low-cut. She wore

88 Clark Terry and His Septet and Terry Pollard and Her Septet, Cats vs. Chicks (A Jazz Battle of the Sexes), Bonnie
Wetzel, Percy Heath, Elaine Leighton, Kenny Clarke, Mary Osborne, Tal Farlow, Corky Hecht, Beryl Booker,
Horace Silver, Urbie Green, Clark Terry, Norma Carson, Terry Pollard, Leonard Feather (producer), Nat Hentoff,
Barry Ulanaov Recorded 1954. MGM Records, CD, album cover.

87 Maria V. Johnson, “Black Women Electric Guitarists and Authenticity in the Blues,” in Black Women and Music:
More Than The Blues, edited by Eileen Hayes and Linda F. Williams (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007),
54-57.

86 Patrick Lawrence Burke, Come In and Hear The Truth: Jazz And Race on 52nd Street (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 2008).
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evening gloves. Her face suspiciously lacked any lines, despite the expressive motion of her

body and the lined expression on Terry’s face. She even lifted her right pinky finger from her

mallet like a lady holding a teacup as she prepared to smack Terry over the head.89 Importantly,

Terry and Pollard both appeared white, or white passing, even though both were Black.90 The

marketers appealed to white femininity and erased a Black woman from the story, probably in

hopes that the image might attract more wealthy white consumers. Clearly, the marketers

believed white women and white women’s sexuaity was more appealing and acceptable for the

album’s target audience.

Figure 1: Cats Vs. Chicks album cover. Clark Terry and His Septet; Terry Pollard and Her Septet. Cats vs. Chicks (A
Jazz Battle of the Sexes). Bonnie Wetzel, Percy Heath, Elaine Leighton, Kenny Clarke, Mary Osborne, Tal Farlow,
Corky Hecht, Beryl Booker, Horace Silver, Urbie Green, Clark Terry, Norma Carson, Terry Pollard, Leonard Feather
(producer), Nat Hentoff, Barry Ulanaov. Recorded 1954. MGM Records, CD.

90 Clark Terry and His Septet; Terry Pollard and Her Septet. Cats vs. Chicks (A Jazz Battle of the Sexes), album
cover.

89 Clark Terry and His Septet; Terry Pollard and Her Septet. Cats vs. Chicks (A Jazz Battle of the Sexes), album
cover.
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The album cover demonstrates the extensive grip of gender norms on jazz culture. Even

on the cover of an album meant to highlight women’s talents, women’s sexuality became the

focus. Feather deliberately chose a cover that upheld the impossible beauty standards for women:

a tiny waist, sumptuous hips, expressionless movement, and white skin. From the construction of

the musical context to the album art itself, the Cats Vs. Chicks shows how women were forced to

comply with gender norms and expectations.

Despite his commitment to supporting women instrumentalists, Feather still fell into the

habit of drawing attention to women’s appearances. In a feature about the bassist on the

all-women band in Cats Vs Chicks, Bonnie Wetzel, Feather wrote that Wetzel “is lovely to

behold; for though she may not be the greatest bass player in the world, she is almost certainly

the prettiest.”91 Almost as an afterthought, Feather described Wetzel’s talent, “and she’s good

enough to have worked with such leaders as Tommy Dorsey, and with the jazz combos of Red

Rodney and Roy Elridge.”92 Feather’s piece on Wetzel put her appearance first and her ability as

a musician second, as if reassuring his readers that Wetzel’s work as a bass player did not

undermine her womanliness or feminine attractiveness. Feather wrote about Elaine Leighton and

Beryl Booker in a similar tone. The two toured overseas in 1954 as part of the Beryl Booker

Trio, accompanying Billie Holiday. According to Feather, the trio caused the Scandinavians to

“gawk in disbelief at the sight of three pretty swinging chicks playing piano, bass, and drums.” 93

Although Feather was likely trying to paint those who did not believe women could play in a

negative light, he still perpetuated the focus on women performers’ appearances. This publicity

strategy that brought up the women’s appearance likely reflected how women and their

93 Leonard Feather, “Feather Tells Woes of ‘Jazz Club U.S.A.’ Tour,” Down Beat, February 24, 1954, 14.
92 Feather, “A Bonnie Bassist, Mrs. Wetzel,” Down Beat, 2.
91 Leonard Feather, “A Bonnie Bassist, Mrs. Wetzel,” Down Beat, January 25, 1952, 2.
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supporters tried to appeal to public audiences. It shows that people reading about jazz and people

writing about it placed a lot of value on women’s physical presentation.

Promoters’ and marketers’ prioritization of women’s physical appearance contributed to

the belief that women jazz instrumentalists cared more about their looks than their music.

Women and men alike thought that women performers who looked beautiful were hired just for

their sex appeal, reinforcing the notion that women did not play jazz as well as men. In 1956, a

jazz fan wrote for Metronome that “the female in jazz has this one basic attraction even before

she begins to make music. The guys in the place look before they listen.”94 Ironically, this

excerpt voices the very core of the problem of oversexualization for women, even as the writer

tried to demean them. Women were seen before they were heard. Their physical appearance was

noticed before their musical talent. They were visual attractions before they were musical ones,

making it exponentially harder for them to get taken seriously as the musicians they were. The

author tried to suggest that the focus on women’s appearance allowed them to work less hard

than the men, since the women could skate by on looks alone..

Some women tried rejecting beauty expectations to prove their commitment to music,

breaking from the publicity strategies that relied on women’s sex appeal. Frann Gaddison, a

woman saxophonist who played in two all-women of color bands in the late 1930s and 1940s,

discussed how one band, The Darlings of Rhythm, presented as “raggedy” to give the appearance

of authenticity. Gaddison claimed that the Darlings would “come in there like they just got

through washing dishes or something...And people liked them; they were swinging.”95 She

contrasted this picture with the other band she played in, the International Sweethearts of

Rhythm,  who “were very lavish, you know, beautiful. They had hair-dos and make-up… But

95 Sherrie Tucker, “Nobody’s Sweethearts: Gender, Race, Jazz, and the Darlings of Rhythm.” American Music, 16,
no. 13 (1998): 256.

94 Jack. “Leave it to the Girls.” Metronome, December, 1956, 18-19.
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they didn’t swing.”96 Gaddison’s differentiation between the “raggedy” and swinging Darlings

and the “lavish” but boring Sweethearts sums up the popular beliefs about the relationship

between beauty and musical ability: the more beautiful the women, the poorer quality the music.

Yet, despite Gaddison’s assertion that the Darlings of Rhythm undermined beauty ideals, the

existing photos of both bands show beautiful, well poised young women.

Figure 2: The International Sweethearts of Rhythm, from “Sepian Sirens of Sultry Swing,” All American Band
Leaders, July 1942, 29.

96 Tucker, “Nobody’s Sweethearts: Gender, Race, Jazz, and the Darlings of Rhythm,” American Music, 256.
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Figure 3: The Darlings of Rhythm Brass Section, from Sherrie Tucker, “Nobody’s Sweethearts: Gender, Race, Jazz,
and the Darlings of Rhythm,” American Music 16, no. 3 (1998): 269.

Of course, the photos might not have reflected the actual appearances of the bands in person.

However, the photos do represent how the bands presented themselves to the public. As much as

the Darlings might have shown up looking raggedy, they still posed as collected women. Their

outfits were less frilly than those of the International Sweethearts of Rhythm, but they still

appear composed, elegant, and beautiful. This manufactured dichotomy between beauty and

talent put women, and especially those in all-women bands, in a bind. They had to look good to

get hired, but if they looked too good, no one would take them seriously as musicians. It was an

impossible balancing act.

Mary Osborne’s career captured some of the tension between attractiveness and respect.

Osborne enjoyed enough popularity to be the most written about member of the all-women septet

on Cats Vs Chicks. The reviews of her performances, though, exemplified how many women

musicians in the 1950s still faced omnipresent sexualization. Roger Kay, a jazz critic, said of
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Mary Osborne that “with Miss Osborne, I don’t know which I would enjoy most, to listen to her

music or kiss her.’97 While Kay meant this review as a compliment for Osborne, it still puts down

other women and highlights Osborne’s looks. It seems that for Kay, the biggest compliment he

could provide to Osborne was to suggest that she was good enough at music that her talent might

be on par with her sex appeal. Kay’s statement implies that for most women, their only value and

worth as performers was their sexuality.

Despite Osborne’s good looks, she was dropped from a gig at a club called Kelly’s in

December 1946 because one of the owners hoped that “legs could pull more customers than

lutes.”98 In short, club owners thought that sex would sell, but that Osborne didn’t offer enough

sex appeal. Even though Osborne was a beautiful woman and the club owners wanted to market

to young men, Osborne did not fit the bill, probably because she performed with men.

A few years later, Osborne also worked on an ad campaign for Gretsch guitars. The

campaign lasted for about four years from 1954-1958. The advertisements call Osborne versatile

and attractive. The photo accompanying the ad shows Osborne looking elegant and beautiful,

attractive to both men and women, but not actually playing her guitar.99 It quotes her as saying

“that slim Miracle neck gives my fingers almost twice the reach with half the effort! And that’s a

‘plus every guitarist, man or woman, appreciates.”100 This quotation perpetuates the idea that

women musicians struggle to play instruments because they are delicate or small. Instead, they

need something easier to play that requires less effort. This ad diminished Osborne’s talent and

emphasized her delicate femininity.

100 “Gretsch Spotlight: Triple-threat Gal Guitarist Mary Osborne Loves that Fast-Playing ‘Miracle Neck.’ (Loves
that Gretsch Tone, Too!),” Metronome, 26.

99 “Gretsch Spotlight: Triple-threat Gal Guitarist Mary Osborne Loves that Fast-Playing ‘Miracle Neck.’ (Loves that
Gretsch Tone, Too!),” Metronome, August 1954, 26.

98 “Four Spots Left, Jazz Blows Final Breath on 52nd Street,” Down Beat, January 15, 1947, 3.
97 Roger Kay, Esquire’s Jazz Book, 1944, 54.
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Figure 4: Gretsch advertisement. “Gretsch Spotlight: Triple-threat Gal Guitarist Mary Osborne Loves that
Fast-Playing ‘Miracle Neck.’ (Loves that Gretsch Tone, Too!),” Metronome, August 1954, 26.

By 1954, when Cats Vs. Chicks was released, the idea that femininity was contrary to

jazz was deeply ingrained in popular thinking about the genre. Leonard Feather, Terry Pollard,

Beryl Booker, Elaine Leighton, Bonnie Wetzel, Corky Hecht, Mary Osborne, and Norma Carson

had to contend with this long history. While the chicks might have understood the impossibility

of overturning the belief that women and the feminine did not fit into the world of “good” music,

the cats, it seemed, did not.

The history of racialized and gendered criticisms of jazz set the stage for Black male

bebop musicians in the 1940s and 1950s to reject the feminine in an attempt to assert their

humanity and validity as men. The context of jazz’s beginnings in the 1910s-1920s helps explain

the music's relationship with the masculine and the feminine. Jazz came from the Black musical

traditions of New Orleans, and quickly spread to other major cities at a time when violence
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against Black Americans raged across the country, segregation dictated social life, and notions of

racial hierarchies remained widely popular among the white American population.101 Thus, the

demeaning language used by white listeners to talk about jazz was racialized. As part of a larger

cultural idea among white Americans that Black men were lesser, white Americans who disliked

jazz called it “contaminated, feminized, commodified, and debased.”102 These disapprovers of

jazz, then, associated femininity with low-class, low-quality music, using this idea against Black

male jazz musicians to demean them and their music. This language reinforced the belief that

anything in the realm of the feminine was contrary to good music at the same time that it

perpetuated racist ideas about Black men.

Popular ideas about jazz affected women as well. From the beginning of the

commercialization of jazz in the 1920s, jazz audiences and industry-men embraced the “feminine

novelty.” This idea relied on the notion that women did not belong in jazz music spaces, and that

their presence was something strange and novel to behold.103 For women performers, sexualized

presentations became a tool to bigger audiences, more success, and better pay. For the few

decades before jazz emerged as the popular music, Vaudeville novelty shows mainstreamed the

voyeurism associated with women’s musical performances. During the Vaudeville era, club

owners, managers, and bookers realized that they could draw in even more male audiences if the

shows displayed beautiful, sexualized women in their combo musical and comedy performances.

While Vaudeville was not strictly jazz, it certainly influenced jazz culture and set the tone for

women’s participation in the jazz scene. As jazz blew up in American popular culture, the

103 McGee, Some Liked It Hot: Jazz Women in Film And Television, 1928-1959, 19-20.

102 Kristin A. McGee, Some Liked It Hot: Jazz Women in Film And Television, 1928-1959 (Middletown, CT:
Wesleyan University Press, 2009), 2.

101 “The New Age.” In The American Yawp, ed. Joseph Locke and Ben Wright (Stanford University Press, 2020).
http://www.americanyawp.com/.
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women involved were continually expected to look good and bring a sex appeal to their

performance.

When they did include women in jazz, club owners and label executives marketed it as

something novel, and women who played in (mostly all-women) big bands in the swing era of

the 1930s were seen as “freaks, gimmicks, spectacles.”104 Even if they did impress their

audiences, women received that backwards and demeaning compliment, “you play good for a

girl.”105 Women were a spectacle in the jazz world, something deeply unusual and strange. If

women tried to present as less feminine, audiences perceived them as stepping over the bounds

of gender norms. When women presented as feminine, audiences viewed them as somehow

incompatible with jazz. This attitude towards the feminine in jazz contributed to the idea of

women as outsiders, as pretenders.

A myth that claimed jazz emerged in New Orleans Brothels further complicated women’s

interactions with the music. As jazz first started to become popular in the 1920s this myth tied

jazz to immorality and deviant female sexuality.106 Critics of jazz relied on this notion of immoral

femininity to demean the music in its beginnings. This myth about the relationship between jazz

and prostitution made it even harder for women to join into jazz culture. Morality and propriety

were extremely important to Americans, Black and white, and participation in a music associated

with prostitution could potentially call women’s purity into question.

Yet, at the same time that Black male jazz musicians endured racism that threatened their

lives and targeted their music in the 1920s, American women, especially white middle and upper

class women, found more freedoms. Women gained the right to vote in 1920. Corporations

106 Ted Gioia, The History of Jazz (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2011), 29.
105 Tucker, Swing Shift: “All- Girl” Bands of the 1940s, 6.

104 Sherrie Tucker, Swing Shift: “All- Girl” Bands of the 1940s (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2000),
6.
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increasingly marketed to women as independent consumers. The idea of the “modern woman,”

who rejected notions of modesty and embraced the new androgynous flapper style, emerged. She

worked outside the home by choice. She dated more freely before marriage.107 This new modern

woman also listened to jazz and upended traditional expectations for young women.108 More

conservative Americans feared that this social change threatened the ideal of white American

middle class family life, with a devoted housewife and a hard-working husband. The image of

the flapper and the modern woman, though, was tied to jazz culture, especially since jazz was

often the music played in popular clubs for young people.109 Thus, in the minds of many white

Americans, both male and female, jazz came to symbolize the threat of dissolving white middle

class family ideals. The historic associations of jazz with prostitution and the collapse of the

American family made the jazz scene an inappropriate place for “proper” women, solidifying

jazz spaces as “male.” The cultural ideas about jazz being immoral or threatening to propriety

made it even harder for women to find a way into the jazz world. They had to deal with the

negative stereotypes of not only being a working woman at a time when women were expected

to strive towards being a housewife, but also of working in a setting that was associated with

women’s sexual deviance.

During the 1930s, despite the stereotypes about jazz, women started getting more into the

jazz scene as instrumentalists, but jazz’s association with sexual license set up barriers for

women trying to break into the industry. By the 1930s, swing jazz could be heard in dance clubs

all around the country. It became the soundtrack for the decade. The popularity of jazz during

this time lifted it from the outskirts of the American music industry and brought it to the center.

With a new, young, large fanbase, jazz started to overcome the criticisms it received in the

109 “The New Age.” In The American Yawp.
108 “The New Age.” In The American Yawp.
107 McGee, Some Liked It Hot: Jazz Women in Film And Television, 1928-1959 , 22-25.
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previous decade. Jazz culture, however, remained dominantly male. With the exception of jazz

singers, most musicians were still men. Clubs still catered to male audiences, and the women

who did perform most often found jobs in conventionally femenine roles, singing, dancing, or

playing piano. Historian Burton Peretti called these jobs “ghettos” for women who wanted to be

seen as serious instrumentalists.110 Promoters often presented these women performers, whether

in all-women bands or not, as gimmicky novelty acts.111 Even though all-women bands offered

women an opportunity to perform, it did not often offer them a path to mainstream success as

serious musicians. Twenty year later, in a 1952 interview for Down Beat, the harpist on Cats Vs.

Chicks, Corky Hecht, explained that this attitude towards all-women bands had not changed

much. According to her, “If a girl is a good musician she doesn’t want to work in an all-girl band

because it implies she is working in it because she is a girl.”112 Even though Corky’s career

started after the height of swing in the 1930s, her statement encapsulates a central challenge for

women instrumentalists. They often could not find jobs with men, but opportunities for success

in all-women’s bands were slim.

In the 1940s, bebop brought new cultural ideas about gender into the jazz world. With a

dominant masculinity ideal, complete with clothes, language, and swagger, bebop itself “served

to create and recreate notions of manhood for its participants,” according to jazz historian David

Ake.113 The aggressive playing that came with Bebop’s longer, more virtuosic solos came to

represent male dominance. The claiming of masculinity in bebop, especially for Black men,

became a way of resisting the racism leveled against them.114 This masculine culture resisted the

114 Scott Devaux, The Birth of Bebop: A Social and Musical History (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1997), 4.

113 David Ake, “Re-Masculating Jazz: Ornette Coleman, ‘Lonely Woman,’ and the New York Jazz Scene in the Late
1950s,” American Music 16, no. 1. (1998): 40.

112 Hal Holly, “Girls in Jazz: Corky, the All-Girl Harpist Won’t Talk On Gal Bands,” Down Beat (June 4, 1952): 14.
111 Wahl and Ellingson, “Almost Like A Real Band: Navigating A Gendered Jazz Art World,” Qual Social, 453.

110 As quoted in Chelsea Wahl and Stephen Ellingson, “Almost Like A Real Band: Navigating A Gendered Jazz Art
World,” Qual Social 41, (2018): 447.
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racist notion of a “happy-go-lucky, impulsive Black masculinity” that white jazz businessmen

preferred.115 A new “edgier,” “more aggressive” and misogynistic masculine ideal took

precedence instead.116 It asserted beboppers’ manhood, strength, and humanity to a world that

tried to make them feel less than men. Yet, the uplifting of masculinity further devalued

femininity. By the 40s, bebop transformed jazz into a masculine space in new ways—initially,

concerns about women’s morality hindered their participation in jazz, but with bebop, the genre

itself came to be understood by its fans and practitioners as a specifically male space.

While women had been shunted to the sidelines for most of jazz history, the rise of bebop

in the 1940s exacerbated the challenges for women instrumentalists. This era spanned the

beginning of most of the seven women’s careers, so they had to cope with the impact and

legacies of hypermasculine bebop culture. In his discussion of masculinity in the work of a later

jazz musician, Ornette Coleman, David Ake explains, “As long as musical virtuosity was

connected to phallic power, the black bebop musician could be seen as one of the most potent of

all American males.”117 Its very form and style attached the music to masculinity. It follows,

then, that a woman playing bebop (and they did play bebop) would have had to step into a

masculine role, to adopt something that resembled phallic power. Cats Vs. Chicks was not

explicitly a bebop album, but all of the players on the album were privy to, involved in, and

influenced by the bebop scene. Bebop dominated jazz in the 1950s, and musicians who wanted

to play challenging music played bebop. It was everywhere; everyone knew about it, and its

hypermasculinity seeped into the popular culture of jazz, making it even harder for women to

claim space in the jazz world.

117 Ake, “Re-Masculating Jazz: Ornette Coleman, ‘Lonely Woman,’ and the New York Jazz Scene in the Late
1950s,” American Music, 40.

116 Burke, Come In And Hear The Truth, 158.
115 Burke, Come In And Hear The Truth, 158.
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Women musicians constantly had to cope with the fact that men were the standard bearers

of jazz, the ones all aspiring musicians attempted to emulate. One jazz fan wrote a letter to

Metronome, claiming that the greatest compliment for a female musician “is to say ‘yeah, that

was nice, she played just like a man.”118 He added, “In the long run it is the men who act as the

mark to be compared with.”119 His characterization of women in jazz exemplifies how critics and

audiences looking out for good music believed that women had to imitate men to be good. This

pressure was heavier for instrumentalists, and especially those who played brass instruments,

drums, or large strings, instruments considered masculine.

While they dealt with the fact that good music was tied to men and masculinity, women

also had to meet demands for them to appear feminine. Those women who did adopt more

masculine styles of playing faced a backlash for it. One of the most renowned female piano

players of the era, Mary Lou Williams, reflected that the reactions to her playing in a bebop style

may have come from a place of sexism. As quoted in Linda Dahl’s Stormy Weather, Williams

said,

It may have been that they didn’t want a woman in the band because women during that era were not really
allowed to be in with a group of men. That made people scream and carry on because they saw a woman
that weighed about ninety pounds—to hear me play so heavy, like a man, that was something else.120

This heaviness that Williams described was an aggressive style of playing. While women were

expected to treat their instruments delicately, men who played jazz well were often described as

dominating their instruments.121 Terry Gibbs confirmed that women who played in this manly

style shocked audiences. Pollard consciously chose to play like a man as part of her strategy to

avoid getting overlooked because of her gender.122 Gibbs recalled how disruptive Terry’s choice

122 Lars Bjorn and Jim Gallert, Before Motown: A History of Jazz in Detroit, 120-60 (Ann Arbor: The University of
Michigan Press, 2001), 128.

121 Dahl, Stormy Weather: The Music and Lives of A Century of Jazzwomen, 38.
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118 Jack. “Leave it to the Girls.” Metronome, December, 1956, 18-19.
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was in an interview, explaining that Pollard “scared all the jazz musicians because it was girls

[sic] playing that way.”123

The physical spaces in which jazz was played also influenced ideas about whether

women should participate in jazz. By the 1930s, when jazz was the popular music, jazz was

mostly consumed as dance music. It was played in dance halls and at clubs, and typically, when

women attended, they went as men’s dates.124 Women rarely attended alone. When jazz moved

towards bebop, it moved to even more male-dominated spaces. Bebop formed in late-night

underground clubs where the mostly male musicians would gather to jam and hang out after their

paid gigs.125 By 1954, then, live jazz spaces were not welcoming for individual women. When

women did participate, they did so by entering male-dominant spaces.

Segregation added another layer to the challenge of entering physical jazz spaces. White

women were discouraged from spending time around Black men. In his 1939 article, Toll argued

that it was better for the well-being of women not to go to those male-dominated, sometimes

mixed-race jazz spaces.126 Drawing on historical racial stereotypes and fears, Toll implied that

white women were better off staying away from Black men. This statement perpetuated the idea

that Black men, and specifically Black men jazz musicians, were somehow dangerous to the

integrity of white women. This notion comes from the idea that white women’s feminine purity

is important and must be protected by white men from men of color. While women of all races

faced the threat of sexual violence, the warnings about white women entering jazz spaces

blatantly come from a racist idea about Black men assaulting white women. This desire to

126 Toll, “The Gal Yippers Have No Place In Our Jazz Bands,” Down Beat, 16.
125 Gioia. The History of Jazz, 186-187.
124 Gioia, The History of Jazz, 127-183.
123 Terry Gibbs (bandleader) in interview with author, March 2021
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protect white women was just as much a manifestation of racism as it was an attempt to keep

white women in the confines of white femininity.

The social and cultural context of the jazz world, which was designated as male, added to

the challenges that women jazz instrumentalists faced. Women jazz instrumentalists found it

virtually impossible to conform to gendered expectations for jazz musicians—unable to smile or

play with gloves or make the hard work of playing appear effortless. They were sexualized to

appeal to male audiences. They were restricted in their behaviors to dodge the stereotypes of jazz

as a music for sexual deviants and prostitutes. They were criticized for being too pretty and not

pretty enough. They were accused of lacking talent. When women’s talent was acknowledged,

they were still over-sexualized. In short, women instrumentalists in the 1940s and 1950s were

stuck trying to appeal to men at every turn. They had to attract male audiences, earn the support

of male critics, get hired by male club owners, win over male managers. They had to break into

male bands and prove over and over to their male peers that women could play jazz.
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Chapter Three:

“Who wants to come and hear three broads playing jazz?”: Institutional Barriers to Women’s

Careers as Instrumentalists

The patriarchal systems that undergirded the jazz world set up multiple levels of

exclusion for women. On an informal level, women had to break into tight-knit social groups of

men who ran the industry. On a more systematic level, women had to cope with industry

practices that prevented women instrumentalists from access to jobs, contracts, and even

auditions. The women who found ways to pursue their careers as instrumentalists had to work

incredibly hard to overcome these obstacles and to navigate a male-dominated industry. Men

monopolized the industry on every level, making them gatekeepers for women who pursued

professional success as jazz instrumentalists. Throughout the lives of the women on the album

Cats Vs. Chicks, men proved critical supporters, whether as fathers, brothers, husbands, friends

or colleagues. The support that these seven women enjoyed from some of the men around them

shows exactly the kind of power men had to bring women into the industry.

At every stage of women’s lives and careers, men helped women overcome obstacles to

becoming professional musicians. The first obstacle women had to overcome was, of course,

getting the resources to practice music at all. Family support was most important for this first

step. All of the women on Cats Vs. Chicks started playing with encouragement and assistance

from their families. Many of the women on Cats Vs. Chicks received their first instruments and

lessons from their fathers or brothers. The second step for women pursuing careers as

instrumentalists was getting hired. There were two main tracks to achieve this goal—working

with an all-women’s band or working with a band of mostly men. Working with an all-women’s

band came with a slew of harmful stereotypes, but working with a band of men, while viewed as
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a more prestigious musical pursuit, often isolated women in mostly-male contexts. All of the

women on Cats Vs. Chicks ultimately played with mixed-gender bands, and most worked with

all-women’s bands at one point or another. For many of the women, though, working with men

helped open doors for them to other jobs. The stamp of approval from male musicians was

crucial for them to further their careers. The third and arguably the most challenging step for

women was to get noticed by and gain support from decision-makers within the industry

itself—the people who controlled the money, the distribution of music, and the publicity that

artists enjoyed. This group of men included jazz critics, producers, label executives, managers,

and bookers. It was one thing for women to get noticed by their musician peers. It was another

problem entirely for women to be able to get and keep the support of the businessmen in the

industry. Yet, these men were crucial for women instrumentalists’ commercial success. Leonard

Feather in particular demonstrates how men in the music industry could leverage their power to

boost women’s careers.

As journalists, musicians, promoters, club owners, managers, record label executives,

producers, and even audience members, men as a group had the systemic control that allowed

them to regulate when women could gain success and which women would be successful. This

patriarchal system was the one that dictated the careers of the women on Cats Vs. Chicks.

Women had to be exceptionally talented to get hired, had to grapple with intrinsically patriarchal

structures in jazz, and, despite all of their abilities, often still had to rely on the help of men for

an extra boost into a jazz instrumentalist career.

While it was the women themselves who endured the sexist attitudes towards women

instrumentalists, their male family members often helped them on the path towards a career in

music. Almost all of the women on Cats Vs Chicks and their contemporaries have a story about
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how a father or a brother or a friend helped them start out as musicians and encouraged them in

their musical pursuits. Mary Osborne’s father, for example, taught her to play multiple string

instruments — ukulele, violin, and eventually guitar — when she was growing up in North

Dakota in the 1920s and 1930s.  Osborne said that she got violin lessons every night from her

father, and then continued to practice with him.127 According to Osborne, it was her time

practicing with her father that taught her how to play by ear and to figure out what notes and

chords fit with the harmonies of a song, central skills for jazz improvisation.128 Similarly, Norma

Carson’s father, who was a cornet player, bought Carson her first horn and taught her how to

blow it.129 Whether he realized it or not, Carson’s father’s decision to teach her how to play was

unusual, given that girls and women were usually encouraged not to play horn instruments.130

Without the guidance and support Osborne and Carson received from their fathers, they might

not have fallen in love with or even gotten involved in music. In these cases, fathers doubled as

teachers and helped their daughters cultivate the musical skills they would need to succeed in

jazz. Both Norma Carson and Mary Osborne played in bands before they were twenty years

old.131 Carson joined her school band in Portland Oregon and then toured with the International

Sweethearts of Rhythm after she graduated.132 Mary Osborne started an all-girl group in North

Dakota that had its own radio show.133 Without the lessons and support Carson and Osborne

received from their fathers, they might never have pursued music so passionately or started their

professional careers so successfully at such young ages.

133 “Mary Osborne: A TV Natural.” Down Beat, May 18, 1951, 4 & 5.
132 April Newman and Rachel Newman (Norma Carson’s daughters), in interview with the author, March 2021.

131 “Fem Rhythm.” Down Beat, March 15 1941, 1. And April Newman and Rachel Newman (Norma Carson’s
daughters), in interview with the author, March 2021.

130 Linda Dahl, Stormy Weather: The Music and Lives of A Century of Jazzwomen (New York: Pantheon Books,
1984), 36-38.

129 April Newman and Rachel Newman (Norma Carson’s daughters), in interview with the author, March 2021.
128 As excerpted in Placksin, American Women in Jazz; 1900 to the Present: Their Words, Lives, and Music, 184.

127 As excerpted in Sally Placksin, American Women in Jazz; 1900 to the Present: Their Words, Lives, and Music
(New York: Seaview Books, 1982): 184.
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Family support, however, was critical for women instrumentalists whether or not family

members provided musical guidance. Terry Pollard, born in Detroit in 1931, started taking piano

lessons at a young age before quickly deciding that she disliked her teacher’s strict methods and

quitting her formal training. However, with the support of her father and brother, she was still

able to experiment with and learn the piano by ear.134 Beryl Booker also never received extensive

formal piano training. Her family could not afford the lessons, but they could afford a piano.

Booker started playing on her family’s piano at a young age and even helped earn money by

playing for her neighbors.135 For Booker and Pollard family support and investment in music was

vital.

Brothers also supported women who went on to become instrumentalists. Rose

Gottesman, a drummer who worked with some of the most famous women musicians of the

1940s and 1950s, explained how her brother brought her into the folds of the jazz world.

According to Gottesman, “one of my brothers brought some drumsticks home and a practicing

pad, and that’s how it all started. He showed me whatever he had picked up.”136 She said that her

brother’s support was crucial to her decision to follow a music career,

He was the one who thought I had talent, and encouraged me, and would take me downtown to sit in or
take me to Harlem to sit in. I never could have done that on my own, because this was the thirties and girls
just didn’t do things like that. He guided me and trained me like a prizefighter. He saw that I listened to the
proper bands, and whatever he couldn’t explain to me, he would take me to hear.137

Gottesman’s account demonstrates the way that women’s male family members could help

women navigate male-dominated spaces and enter into a highly masculine culture.

Even for women who grew up in musical households and were encouraged to play their

instruments, getting hired was challenging. The story of how Beryl Booker earned her place in a

137 As quoted in Placksin, American Women in Jazz; 1900 to the Present: Their Words, Lives, and Music, 174.
136 As quoted in Placksin, American Women in Jazz; 1900 to the Present: Their Words, Lives, and Music, 173-74.
135 Leonard Feather, “Girls in Jazz: Beryl Best Since Mary Lou?” Down Beat, April 4, 1952, 8.
134 Bjorn and Gallert, Before Motown: A History of Jazz in Detroit, 120-60 , 128.
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popular New York trio exemplifies the prejudices that women had to overcome to pursue careers

as jazz musicians. Booker was born in 1923 in Philadelphia, and by the early 1940s, she was

supporting herself and her daughter by playing in local Philadelphia jazz clubs, even starting her

own trio. Booker’s local success was impressive, but most of the money in jazz at the time was

in New York or Chicago. So, Booker set her sights on joining a New York City-based band. In a

1952 interview with Leonard Feather, Booker recalled how she got hired into the Slam Stewart

Trio. Booker, who was a fan of Stewart’s playing, found out what club Stewart would be at one

night while he was visiting Philadelphia, and she made sure to be there. She introduced herself to

the band leader and asked to play with him.138 According to Booker, Stewart's response was “a

woman? No!”139 So, Booker climbed onto the bandstand by herself, sat down at the piano, and

began to play. She recalled that she had “played about eight bars when [Slam Stewart] was up on

the stand playing with me.”140After only one song, Stewart offered Booker a position in his

band.141 Booker’s story exemplifies one of the major obstacles for women and the amount of grit

and determination it took for women to overcome that obstacle. Most men assumed that women

could not play well, brushing women off and ignoring their abilities and potential contributions

unless women made them notice. Although some might paint this story to uplift Stewart and his

turn towards open-mindedness, it was Booker who made Stewart open his mind to the idea of

hiring women instrumentalists. After joining the Slam Stewart Trio, Booker moved from

Philadelphia to New York. There, she was inducted into a close circle of musicians and industry

insiders, including Leonard Feather, who would go on to support Booker’s career as much as he

141 Feather, “Girls in Jazz: Beryl Best Since Mary Lou?” Down Beat, 8.
140 Feather, “Girls in Jazz: Beryl Best Since Mary Lou?” Down Beat, 8.
139 Feather, “Girls in Jazz: Beryl Best Since Mary Lou?” Down Beat, 8.
138 Feather, “Girls in Jazz: Beryl Best Since Mary Lou?” Down Beat, 8.
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could. In short, it was Stewart’s decision to hire Booker that brought her more material success

and notice from important businessmen in the industry.

Terry Pollard, born and raised in Detroit, also had some local success before she joined a

New York-based band. About 9 years younger than Booker, Pollard found her success in jazz in

the latter half of the 1940s. She played at some of the most famous clubs in Detroit in bands that

included some of the men who would go on to become big names of modern jazz.142 However, it

was not until Terry Gibbs, a well-known band leader of a nationally touring quartet, invited her

to join his band that Pollard started to gain more recognition and material success — record

deals, recording opportunities, and tours. Gibbs was visiting Detroit and went to a local famous

club, the Blue Bird Inn, to see an up-and-coming trumpeter, Thad Jones, per bebop founder

Dizzy Gillespie’s advice. Jones was part of a quartet run by Billy Mitchel that was one of the

most well-regarded quartets in the whole city. Terry Pollard was the pianist.143 Although Gibbs

came for the men, he wrote in his autobiography that Pollard was the one player who stood out to

him. Gibbs remembered,

Everybody in the band sounded great. Then I heard this girl Terry Pollard who played piano completely
differently than any girl I had ever heard play. She played bebop and she could swing. I thought maybe
because I had a few drinks, this was the reason she sounded that good. There weren’t many female jazz
players, and the few that were around mostly played the piano: ladies like Marian McPartland and Barbara
Carroll, who played good but as the old cliche goes, they were ‘good for a girl.’ They didn’t have that hard
bebop articulation that Terry played with. She sounded like a man. Terry was the first female I ever heard
swing that hard.144

That night Gibbs asked Pollard to join his band, and after discussions with her parents and

pastor, Pollard embarked on her first tour.145

Despite Gibbs’s exuberant praise of Pollard, his attitude towards other women musicians

epitomizes how most men viewed talented women as the exception to the rule. Throughout his

145 Gibbs, Good Vibes: A Life in Jazz, 155-157.

144 Terry Gibbs, Good Vibes: A Life in Jazz (Lanham, Maryland, and Oxford: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 2003),
155-156.

143 Bjorn and Gallert, Before Motown: A History of Jazz in Detroit, 120-60 , 128.
142 Bjorn and Gallert, Before Motown: A History of Jazz in Detroit, 120-60 , 128.
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autobiography, Gibbs talked about how talented Pollard was. Gibbs and Pollard had a close

relationship throughout their lives, and the video of the two dueting on the vibraphone shows just

how well they worked together.146 Yet, Gibbs’s tone of amazement, emphasized in the quote

above, betrayed the sexism at play under the surface. Firstly, he was impressed by Pollard for her

ability to play like men. This statement perpetuated the idea that there was a “male” and

“female” style of playing in jazz. Secondly, Gibbs voices the notion that Pollard was unusual for

her talent. In an interview with the author, Gibbs stated emphatically, “She was really one of a

kind those days she really- there was no woman player, there was no female player like Terry

Pollard” and that he “probably never would have hired any of them,” referring to the other

women on Cats Vs. Chicks.147 Gibbs clearly held the belief that women, in general, were not

good jazz musicians. Terry Pollard had to blow Gibbs away to overcome that prejudice.

The women who were able to capture the attention and support of their male peers

usually had to meet exceptionally high standards of musical performance that left no room for

error. June Rotenberg, a bassist who played in Booker’s trio during the 1940s, recounted a story

that showed how women had to play with incredible talent just to get noticed. Rotenberg played

a jam session with a famous musician, Lester Young, but for the first couple of choruses Young

virtually ignored Rotenberg. Rotenberg recalled that only after she played three choruses quite

well, Young “finally turned around and acknowledged my presence.”148 Rotenberg’s struggle to

get noticed, even after she proved herself capable, shows how men, consciously or

unconsciously, made it clear to women that they were unwelcome. Her story also demonstrates

how women often had to exceed all expectations to win men’s support.

148 As quoted in Placksin, American Women in Jazz; 1900 to the Present: Their Words, Lives, and Music, 168.
147 Terry Gibbs (bandleader) in interview with author, March 2021.

146 Terry Gibbs Quartet with Terry Pollard, “Gibberish” and “Now’s The Time,” On The Tonight Show, October 12,
1956, video, 5:19, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8z6fwq4ZSE&ab_channel=TGmovier.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8z6fwq4ZSE&ab_channel=TGmovier
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Terry Gibbs’s, Slam Stewart’s, and Lester Young’s attitudes towards the women with

whom they played betrayed their belief that talented women instrumentalists were the

exceptions. Even as Gibbs and Stewart raved about their female colleagues’ talents, they still

clung to the notion that most other women could not play jazz. Although Gibbs acknowledged

that women musicians are significantly better now in the 21st century than they were in the

1950s, he maintained that women musicians in the 1950s could not meet contemporary standards

of playing.149

Although Gibbs’ attitude towards women instrumentalists dripped with the same sexism

as their more exclusionary male contemporaries, hiring a woman into a band of men was still

radical in the early 1950s. The need for Gibbs to defend Pollard’s talent against criticism

exemplified his willingness to stand against social norms. While Pollard was out at the Rouge

Lounge with Terry Gibbs, they were joined by a singer named Mel Tormé. When Gibbs and

Pollard got on the stage to perform, Gibbs invited Tormé onto the stage with them. Tormé

suggested a song that Pollard did not know in a key that jazz musicians did not often play. Gibbs

wrote in his autobiography, “I think Mel just wanted to try to hang Terry up because I had been

bragging about her.”150 Gibbs suggested that Tormé was questioning Gibbs’s taste in musicians,

but that challenge actually reflected Tormé’s conviction that Pollard, as a woman, could possibly

live up to a man’s standards. It is easy to imagine that if Gibbs had talked up a male member of

his band, Tormé would not have challenged him with such a difficult musical task, or even think

twice about Gibbs’s opinion. Still, Pollard stepped up to the challenge and even outperformed

Gibbs.151 During jam sessions, male musicians often put women instrumentalists on the spot as

Tormé did—demanding that women play the most challenging tunes in unusual keys.

151 Gibbs, Good Vibes, 160-161
150 Gibbs, Good Vibes, 160-161.
149 Terry Gibbs (bandleader) in interview with author, March 2021
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The surprise men expressed when hearing talented women play showed that the men

expected every woman not to play well. Rachel Newman, Norma Carson’s daughter,

remembered, “the impression that I have gotten from it was that she knocked the socks off of

everybody. And that even though it bothered her that she—that they were making a big deal

because she was female—she still was in there playing with heavy hitters.152 Many jazzmen

reacted to talented women instrumentalists with shock. Although these men respected women’s

abilities, they viewed these women as anomalies. And, as Newman points out, this attitude that

men had towards women was one of the challenges the women had to deal with. For Carson, it

was a constant thorn in her side that people did not think she could or should be as good as she

was. Newman recounted that Carson

Would get this reaction from people that would—they would acknowledge her gift and but then they would
say she’s a woman wow and they would make a big deal. And she’s like why can’t i just be a good player?
Why do I have to be a chick player? Why can’t I just be good on the merits of my playing? And that was a
frustration for her.153

Women constantly had to shock their audiences with their talent. Every time they stepped on

stage, they faced the overwhelming belief that women could not play jazz well. There was no

room for women to err. They were constantly on trial and any mistakes proved the belief that

women could not play jazz well. Women had to play the impossible to overcome the stereotypes,

and they had to do this time and time again. It wasn’t enough to be good once. They had to be

phenomenal always. Cats Vs Chicks was merely another instance of men putting women’s talent

on trial. Whether the liner notes on Cats Vs Chicks stated it or not, everyone (fans, critics,

executives, musicians) agreed that men could play jazz. The question was whether the women

kept up. Women had already been striving to prove this fact for decades—no one album would

be able to reverse the sexism that women endured.

153 Rachel Newman (Norma Carson’s daughter), in conversation with the author, March 2021.
152 Rachel Newman (Norma Carson’s daughter), in conversation with the author, March 2021.
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While a few extremely talented women broke through barriers and got hired, men still

held the power and could both bar women from participating—and, occasionally, open the door

and pull women through. It took more than just talent for women to get integrated into the jazz

community. The music industry ran on informal networks of men, often leaving women to rely

on their male friends, family members, or husbands to introduce them to important people,

because there were few formal ways to access opportunities otherwise. Women’s professional

success relied on their ability to get along with influential men in the industry who functioned as

gatekeepers.154 However, much of the networking in the jazz industry happened in informal

settings, meaning that women had to get a foot in the door to a boys-club social group. For the

era leading up to the recording and release of Cats Vs Chicks, the informal power structures that

privileged men over women musicians set up barriers for women who wanted to enter into the

jazz world as instrumentalists.

Nearly all of the women on Cats Vs. Chicks had some kind of story about how they

achieved a man’s recognition and how that recognition spurred their careers. Terry Pollard’s

relationship with Terry Gibbs exemplifies just how helpful the support of a man was for women

musicians. Gibbs hired Pollard in 1951, and by 1954 Pollard was listed as one of the best new

vibraphone players, as judged by Down Beat’s music critics.155 Even Barry Ulanov, the critic

who declared that the guys won every “round” on Cats Vs. Chicks, wrote a glowing review of

Pollard’s performance on a Terry Gibbs quartet record:

“Too much Terry (Gibbs) and not enough Terry (Pollard). Not that Terry’s vibes playing (Gibbs, I mean)
isn’t swinging. Just that Terry’s piano playing (Pollard, I mean) makes a more than satisfactory
counter-ballast in its brief appearances here, and in more frequent and more lengthy assignments would go
a long way to relieve the monotony that sets in about the end of side one or the beginning of side two.”156

156 Barry Ulanov, “Records: Jazz,” Metronome, January 1955, 22.
155 “Breakdown on Critics’ Ballots,” Down Beat August 25, 1954, 20.

154 Chelsea Wahl and Stephen Ellingson, “Almost like a real band: Navigating a Gendered Jazz Art World,” Qual
Sociol 41 (2018): 458.
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After hearing Pollard play with Gibbs, Charlie Parker, one of the men credited with founding

bebop as a genre, asked her to join his band multiple times.157 This renown likely would never

have been possible without Pollard’s work with Gibbs. At the very least, Gibbs introduced

Pollard to the New York jazz community, where many of the greats played. Pollard might have

broken the glass ceiling, but Gibbs boosted her up to the roof.

For many women musicians, their husbands became their bridge to better connections

and more success. Vi Redd, a popular saxophonist, was married to drummer Richie Goldberg.

One evening, she held a dinner party on his behalf. At this party, she met and befriended Art

Blakely, a famous jazz drummer, and Leonard Feather. Her connections with both of these men

helped her career.158 Her husband offered her access to the networks of men that held the power

in the jazz industry. Almost half of Terry Pollard’s septet on Cats Vs. Chicks chose partners who

supported and boosted their careers. Bonnie Wetzel joined a well-regarded band led by Tommy

Dorsey because she was married to the trumpeter, Ray Wetzel.159 She had previously worked in

an all-women orchestra, and Ray pulled her out of the cycle of working for women’s bands that

often got relegated to the role of novelty acts.160 Wetzel’s husband died in a car crash shortly after

she joined the Tommy Dorsey Band. She took a few months off of work to recover from a spinal

injury and grieve her lost husband.161 However, when she went back to work, she was able to

find jobs with mostly-male bands, rather than all-women orchestras.162 Her work with Tommy

Dorsey helped put her on the map and connect her with the jazz world outside of the all-women

bands. Similarly, Norma Carson’s husband, Bob Newman, brought Carson into a big band in

which he played. They played together for years, according to the author’s interview with one of

162 “Bonnie Wetzel Joins Eldridge,” Down Beat, December 28, 1951, 3.
161 “Bonnie Wetzel Plays New York Sessions,” Down Beat, October 19, 1951: 9.
160 Hallock, “TD Crew Sports Girl Bass Player,” Down Beat, 3.
159 Ted Hallock, “TD Crew Sports Girl Bass Player,” Down Beat, September 7, 1951, 3.
158 Wahl and Ellingson, “Almost like a real band: Navigating a Gendered Jazz Art World,” Qual Sociol, 460.
157 Gibbs, Good Vibes: A Life in Jazz, 158
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Carson’s daughters.163 Elaine Leighton married bassist Kenny O’Brien. The two played together

in a Chicago band with another married couple, and recorded four singles for Atlantic Records.164

Their work together proved critical for Leighton’s career. It is likely that these men gave their

wives significant support behind the scenes. Mary Osborne’s husband, for example, always

mentioned her to people looking for a guitarist. She said in an interview, “I was very lucky, and

my husband was very instrumental. There wasn’t a time that he ever heard of anything

happening about guitar that he didn’t say, ‘Gosh, call Mary.’ He was my benefactor.”165 As

talented and resourceful as these women were, the support and connections they received from

their husbands was critical for boosting their careers. Their husbands helped them network in the

industry, find jobs, and break out of the usual confines of women’s participation in jazz (as

singers, or as musicians in all-girl bands).

Music businessmen acted as gatekeepers in a more formal way, deciding who recorded

and toured, what records got made and how many copies got released, and which events and

music got written about. As a critic, producer, and composer deeply embedded in the networks of

American jazz, Leonard Feather exemplifies the kind of power men had in the industry and how

they could use it to support or discourage women. Feather was one of the common denominators

in the lives of all the women in Terry Pollard’s septet on Cats Vs. Chicks. He was the one who

put together the album, but he was also, for many of them, one of their biggest champions from

inside the industry. He suggested their names for tours, leveraged his contacts to secure recording

sessions for them, and, importantly, he wrote about them in popular jazz magazines.166 For many

166 Leonard Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era (London: Quartet Books Limited, 1986), 133-134

165 Sally Placksin, American Women in Jazz; 1900 to the Present: Their Words, Lives, and Music (New York:
Seaview Books, 1982), 186.

164 Barbara Hodgkins, “Jackie and Roy,” Metronome December 1949, 15, 20, 22.
163 April Newman (Norma Carson’s daughter) in discussion with author, March 2021.
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of the women on Cats Vs. Chicks, Feather was an important advocate for them throughout their

careers.

Feather dedicated himself to helping Beryl Booker’s career for years, for example. He

had seen her play a few times in Philadelphia and with Slam Stewart in New York, and put

together a trio for her to lead on his 1948 Girls in Jazz album. Booker impressed Feather. He

wrote of the 1948 recording date, “of all the small-group dates for this album, the one that turned

out most unexpectedly well was led by Beryl Booker.”167 The two went on to become close and

life-long friends after that record deal. Feather produced five out of Booker’s seven record

sessions, but this work was not without struggle. Booker’s career rolled through phases of

relative success and years of playing odd jobs around New York. Yet, Feather remained

committed to showing jazz fans just how talented Booker was. He wrote, “Attempting to find for

Beryl Booker the recognition and security she deserved became almost a pilgrimage for me

during the next few years.”168 According to Feather, he thought long and hard about “What

would it take to draw more attention to Beryl?”169 Feather leveraged his connections with other

men in the industry to eventually secure a recording date for Booker with Mercury Records. In

1954, he landed on the idea of putting together “the first all-female in-person modern-jazz

combo.”170 Feather got Bonnie Wetzel and Elaine Leighton together to work with Beryl Booker

and secured them a recording date at Discovery Records. Feather produced the album and then

continued to fight for their performance opportunities. Billie Holiday was planning her first

European tour at the time, and Feather suggested that the Booker trio open for her. Immediately,

Joe Glaser, Billie Holiday’s talent manager, pushed back on this idea and, according to Feather,

170 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 133.
169 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 133.
168 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 133.
167 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 132.
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argued “that ain’t gonna mean shit. Who wants to come and hear three broads playing jazz?”171

Feather placated Glaser’s concerns by reminding Glaser that the trio would just be the opening

act. The crowds would come for Holiday and the other band touring with her, but they would not

leave because of a trio of women.172 Feather had to fight against the stereotypes that women

could only succeed at singing. It was acceptable for Billie Holiday to sing, but the same

acceptance did not extend to women instrumentalists. This story suggests that it did not just take

the support of a man for women to get noticed and to get jobs. It often also took the commitment

and dedication of men to stand up to other men who doubted the value of women performers.

Feather also helped Mary Osborne. On a trip to Chicago while Feather was hoping to

start a label in association with the Esquire magazine, he stumbled across Mary Osborne, who

was twenty-two years old at the time. Feather had booked a studio in Chicago for his Esquire

project and had planned to get the Stuff Smith trio to record. After hearing Osborne play, he

added her to the roster. She recorded four sides (four songs) for Feather, and even though the

record was never released, it rejuvenated her career and started a fruitful relationship between

her and Feather. In Feather’s words, after the Esquire date, “Mary was encouraged and, the

following year, after her move to New York, I hired her for a variety of sessions.”173 Osborne’s

relationship with Feather undeniably opened doors for her to meet and work with other

musicians and to secure more record deals and performance opportunities.

Feather did not just help the women on Cats Vs. Chicks to record, produce, and perform

their music, however. He was also a widely read and respected jazz critic. He took on a project of

writing about upcoming women musicians, starting a column called “Girls in Jazz.”174 He was

174 First column: Leonard Feather, “East Saw West; Twain Met,” Down Beat, July 13, 1951, 13.
173 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 130.
172 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 134.
171 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 134.
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their most publicly vocal supporter, demanding that jazz fans in addition to producers, musicians,

and industry executives pay attention to them. In Down Beat and Metronome’s critic reviews, he

was often the only person naming them as upcoming talent.175 He was consistent and outspoken

in his support, and his advocacy was invaluable. While other men played with women, hired

women, and supported them as friends and family, Feather was one of the few critics or industry

insiders who made a conscious effort to include women. His activism and acknowledgement of

the structural challenges that women faced set him apart from many of the other men who

insisted that women just had to get good to be successful.

Feather provides a useful example for understanding the control men had over the

industry. While Feather leveraged his connections and talents to help women’s careers as

instrumentalists, other men could have—and did—use those same tools to keep jazz focused on

male musicians. It is easy to imagine how men in similar positions to Feather could damage

women’s careers. They could write negative reviews or not write about them at all. They could

refuse to work with women musicians, or refuse to produce them. They could deny women

recording space or stage time. However, it was hard to find evidence of specific examples when

men denied women jobs and playing opportunities on the basis of gender. A major reason for this

gap in evidence was the perspective that jazz musicians had about gender at the time. In an

interview with the author, Terry Gibbs explained his belief that his decision to hire Terry Pollard

was made without regards to gender, “I didn’t care if she had two heads or, or was orange or

yellow. I heard her piano playing and that knocked me out and really knocked me out.” He went

on, “I knew the greatest piano players and I didn’t hire because she was a female to try to break

barriers because I’m hiring a Black girl playing piano. I hired her because she was great! I never

175 Example: “How The Critics Voted In 1953 Jazz Poll.” Down Beat (August 26, 1953): 6 & 8.
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thought that way. I thought music.176 Gibbs asserts that music was his priority, and that he did not

think about gender or race when hiring the best musicians he could find. Gibbs’s statement

reflects the wider belief in meritocracy at the time. There was a popular narrative that jazz

musicians simply had to be good to get hired, and it was not just men who believed that mere

talent would get women through the door. Linda Dahl quotes hugely popular female pianist Mary

Lou Williams as saying,

You’ve got to play, that’s all. They don’t think of you as a woman if you can really play. I think some girls
have an inferiority complex about it and this may hold them back. If they have talent, the men will be glad
to help them along.177

Williams and Gibbs, like their contemporaries, clearly believed that jazz was a talent-focused

world, one in which people who worked hard and were gifted with musical ability could succeed.

Yet, why, then, were there so few women? Williams seems to suggest that women just needed to

get over the sexism at play or learn to play with an aggressive style that men respected, then

women could succeed across the board. But, why did women have this “inferiority complex” and

wasn’t this attitude a product of the very sexism that Williams attempts to dismiss?

It is impossible to know what calls were not made, what positions were not offered,

which women instrumentalists were ignored in favor of a producer or composer’s male friend.

As a contemporary jazz musician, Marion Hayden, said in an interview with the author, “When

people say things like it’s just about music, it’s never just about the music.”178 Instead, it is also

about personal connections, connections to which women often did not have equal access

because they were not included in the “boys club” atmosphere of the jazz world.

While there were many men along the way who bolstered, supported, and hired women,

there were just as many if not more who told them that they could not or should not play jazz.

178 Marion Hayden (Acoustic Bassist) in conversation with the author, April 2021.
177 As quoted in Dahl, Stormy Weather: The Music and Lives of A Century of Jazzwomen, 67.
176 Terry Gibbs (bandleader) in conversation with the author, March 2021.
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For example, June Rotenberg’s very first bass instructor, who worked with the Philadelphia

Symphony Orchestra, opposed the idea of women bass players. Rotenberg described the hostility

she faced: “he was not encouraging. None of them were, actually. And there weren’t too many

women around.”179 The exclusionary practices bearing down on women from all sides—the

industry, the informal social networks, the publications—required women to be exceedingly

resilient and determined just to pursue a career at all, and required more from them if they

wanted any semblance of success.

Even when producing and releasing women’s music brought money in for a label,

decision makers chose to protect jazz as a male-dominated genre. June Rotenberg, a bassist who

worked with Elaine Leighton and Beryl Booker on the 1948 Girls in Jazz album, summarized the

problem of men’s control over women’s careers. Rotenberg recounted that the label, RCA Victor,

ordered two printings of the Girls in Jazz album and both sold out. “They just had two

printings,” she recalled, “and they didn’t print any more. And I never understood that, because it

sold very well. I can’t even get one. I don’t even have one.”180 According to Rotenberg’s account,

it seems that the album could have brought in more money for the label, and yet the executives

decided not to produce more copies of it. In his autobiography, Leonard Feather remembered that

the album sold moderately well, suggesting that its biggest failure was that it did not boost the

careers of the women on it as much as Feather hoped it would.181 Feather does not mention the

label’s marketing decisions. However, it seems that the label privileged maleness in jazz over

monetary success of an album that promoted women. The disregard for Girls in Jazz illuminates

the kind of dismissive attitude that many men in the industry had towards women musicians.

181 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 140.
180 As quoted in Placksin, American Women in Jazz; 1900 to the Present: Their Words, Lives, and Music, 169.
179 As quoted in Placksin, American Women in Jazz; 1900 to the Present: Their Words, Lives, and Music, 167.
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Black women faced the added challenge of racism and segregation as they navigated the

complex networks and structures of the jazz industry. Traveling through many parts of the

country was exceptionally dangerous for Black musicians. Many hotels and restaurants refused

service to Black patrons, which meant that many traveling musicians lived out of a bus or stayed

in friends’ houses. The dangers for Black musicians in parts of the country where racial tensions

ran high and segregation ruled extended beyond hostilities from audiences. Norma Carson’s

daughter, Rachel Newman, recounted a story about how segregated hospitals literally threatened

a woman musician’s life. According to Newman, Carson was traveling through the South with

the interracial band the International Sweethearts of Rhythm when one of the bandmates had a

life-threatening asthma attack. Newman recounted,

I don’t know where they were in the South but they went to the hospital and they would not allow this band
member in because she was of color. And she was literally lying on the ground outside the hospital. And
my mother went inside and pretended that [this bandmate] was [Carson’s] maid and started throwing a fit
like she was a wealthy—she put on this act like she was this wealthy woman and that she’d have their hides
if anything happened to her and they believed her and they brought her in and saved her life.182

The story of Carson’s bandmate’s near-death experience demonstrates how touring could literally

be a life-threatening journey for Black musicians. Newman added that Carson witnessed Black

bodies hanging from trees when she traveled through the South with the International

Sweethearts of Rhythm. The stress of having to navigate segregation and racial violence only

added to the already high levels of stress that came with touring.

Women in general were expected to step into a world of men. For Black women, this

often meant crossing racial segregation lines as well. The white men they worked with often

disregarded, misunderstood, or minimized the unique challenges that Black women faced. A

story that Terry Gibbs told in his autobiography about an evening in Las Vegas exemplifies the

kind of uncomfortable situations that Black women working in an industry dominated by white

182 Rachel Newman (Norma Carson’s daughter) in interview with the author, March 2021.
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men endured. According to Gibbs, Liberace came to hang out with him after watching the Terry

Gibbs quartet perform. At the time, Las Vegas was a heavily segregated town. Even wildly

popular musicians like Sammy Davis Jr. could not find hotel accommodations and were not

allowed to join white audiences in the very venues where they played.183 Since the venue where

the Terry Gibbs quartet played was segregated, Gibbs and Liberace sat in the white section of the

venue. Terry Pollard and the Black members of the band sat in the back. Liberace was so

impressed with Pollard’s performance, though, that he asked Gibbs to meet her. Gibbs said in his

account of the story that he was hesitant to bring Terry Pollard into the white section of a strictly

segregated venue, but Liberace demanded that the hotel staff allow Pollard into the white section

of the audience so that he could meet her.184 Despite the dangers of defying strictly enforced

racial norms for Terry Pollard, neither Liberace nor Gibbs thought to go to Pollard themselves.

The physically segregated space offers a useful representation of race in jazz. In an interview

with the author, Gibbs said, “A white person could play with a black band. It would be no

problem, but a Black person playing in a white band, that was a problem.”185 The same logic

applied to crossing segregation lines off-stage. The crossing of racial lines was not equal for

Black musicians and white musicians. For a Black musician to work with a white band, to enter

white spaces, it was especially dangerous. Yet, Terry Gibbs and Liberace still asked that Terry

Pollard come to them, that she put herself in the uncomfortable position of crossing very obvious

and very dangerous color lines.

Pollard’s experience playing in the Terry Gibbs quartet was especially influenced by race

given that the band itself was both mixed gender and mixed race. Terry Gibbs and Terry Pollard

played one of their first shows together in East St. Louis, which was a highly segregated town at

185 Terry Gibbs (bandleader) in interview with author, March 2021.
184 Gibbs, Good Vibes: A Life in Jazz, 167-168.
183 Terry Gibbs (bandleader) in interview with author, March 2021,
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the time. The crowd loved their performance until the very end, when, as Gibbs tells it, Gibbs

and Pollard pecked each other on the lips as the finale of their rousing duet. The crowd went

silent. Pollard, Gibbs, and the band had to walk through the suddenly hostile crowd to get to the

dressing rooms. They shouted slurs at Gibbs and Pollard. Gibbs wrote that he was worried that

someone was going to be violent towards them and that they would become victims of a mob

killing. He also wrote that Pollard was so upset by the evening that he had to talk her out of

leaving the tour for a few hours.186 At the time, interracial sex was illegal. A peck on the lips was

enough to risk arrest or even murder. Despite Gibbs’s own fear, it is likely that the majority of

the violence would have been directed towards Pollard for her Blackness. In an interview with

the author, Gibbs admitted that one of the challenges in the band was the way the audience

perceived his relationship with Pollard. He said, “People thought that she was my wife and that

was one of the reasons why they didn’t like it.”187 This reality for Pollard and Gibbs exposes the

unique challenges that Black women in interracial and mixed-gender bands faced. Their behavior

was seen as specifically out-of-the norm because of their friendships and work with white men.

Leonard Feather encountered similar challenges at the intersection of race and gender.

When he discovered pianist Hazel Scott and set up recording sessions for her, Feather had to

grapple with the complex intersection of racial and gender issues. He wrote,

Arranging for Hazel’s participation was not easy; her mother was a stern, forbidding woman who looked
suspiciously at me when I picked her daughter up for a rehearsal. This was a time in American society
when any white man would be assumed to have dishonorable intentions towards a young, nubile black
woman.188

Feather’s work with Scott reveals the added challenges and dangers for Black women. During

the 1940s and 1950s anti-miscegenation laws banned interracial relationships. Just the mere fact

of Feather and Scott riding in a car together could have caused them to get pulled over, arrested,

188 Feather, The Jazz Years: Earwitness To An Era, 129.
187 Terry Gibbs (bandleader) in interview with author, March 2021.
186 Terry Gibbs, Good Vibes: A Life in Jazz, 157-158
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or even killed for transgressing racial segregation norms and laws. It likely was not just the

history of sexual violence committed by white men against Black women that made Scott’s

mother worried about her daughter working with Feather. It was also the violence committed

against any people perceived to be an interracial couple. Black women who worked with white

men, then, faced not only the dangers of crossing segregation lines but also the threat of being

accused of breaking anti-miscegenation laws. Terry Pollard was likely upset not only by the

hostile crowd and the name calling but also by the possibility of her arrest or even murder. Black

women did not have the protection of the law, so they needed the protection of their colleagues.

But, men like Feather and Gibbs had the luxury of disregarding the overwhelming social,

cultural, and legal racial realities that threatened Black women musicians.

For years before the album was recorded and released in 1954, all seven of the women

featured had struggled to break through the exclusionary practices and culture that conspired to

keep them out. For the women on Cats Vs. Chicks, having their talent on trial, then, was nothing

new. For most of them, the history of their careers could be summed up in one statement: “You

play good for a girl.” For all of them, this demeaning statement reminded them that they had to

prove their ability as musicians every time they stepped on the stage. For all that Leonard hoped

Cats Vs. Chicks would be, it echoed the notion that women had to prove their talent over and

over just to be considered an exception.
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Conclusion

The story of Cats Vs Chicks and the lives and the careers of the women featured on the

album help provide insight into the gender dynamics of the post-World War II jazz world. The

dominant narrative about the period neglects women instrumentalists, but this thesis shows that

women were present in the industry and that they were talented musicians. They worked closely

with many of the men who defined jazz during the late 1940s and 1950s and were highly

regarded by their male colleagues and even male critics.

Despite Leonard Feather’s best efforts Cats Vs. Chicks did not force a reckoning with

gender in jazz. In fact, it hardly challenged the narrative about gender. The album still started

from the question of whether women could play jazz as well as men, placing men once again as

the standard that women must meet. After the album’s release, all of the women featured

continued to have lifelong jazz careers, but most of them faded from the spotlight. With the

exception of Corky Hale and Mary Osborne, the women stopped receiving many mentions in

mainstream national jazz periodicals by 1960. Terry Pollard moved home to Detroit where she

continued to be a staple of the jazz scene, even as she fell out of national view.189 Beryl Booker

continued to move around, playing in Europe and back in America, never achieving the success

that she or Leonard Feather hoped she would.190 Norma Carson moved out to the Poconos with

her husband and their children, and the two pioneered the jazz community there.191 Yet, despite

the longevity of their work with jazz, all of these women have been largely forgotten. Much of

their music does not exist on modern streaming services and physical CDs and records with their

music are hard to find. Despite their decades-long jazz careers, the articles written about the

191 Rachel Newman (Norma Carson’s daughter) in interview with the author, March 2021.
190 Leonard Father, The Jazz Years: Earwitness to An Era (London: Quartet Books Limited, 1986), 134.
189 Terry Gibbs (bandleader) in interview with author, March 2021.
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members of the septet, or not written about them, suggest that they faded from the jazz scene

altogether.

Norma Carson’s story as told by her daughters exemplifies how women’s careers got

ignored. According to Carson’s daughters, Carson did not stop playing until she faced physical

challenges decades after 1954.192 However, she disappeared from the news articles that once

wrote about her as an enigmatic trumpetist. The articles suggested that she abandoned jazz in

favor of motherhood, but her daughter stated otherwise. Rachel Newman remembered,

I read another article that said that she went the way of getting married and having children and—ugh—she
still played. She played less by the time I came along because I’m number six, but when I was a little girl
she had a steady gig and then she also played in my dad’s orchestra.193

It is hard to imagine that jazz writers would have accused men of abandoning jazz in favor of

fatherhood, even if they moved out of the center of the jazz scene in New York. Newman

asserted, “We had some tragedies in the family and I think that that slowed her down, but her

love for playing never, never—you know they kind of misread or mis quoted her–because she

never lost her love for playing. Never.”194 Despite the fact that influential jazz writers convinced

audiences that Norma Carson faded away as a musician, she did not. She worked with her

husband to have a successful career in jazz in upstate New York, Newman remembered.

Newman stated emphatically, “she did not disappear.”195

Far from leaving the jazz world, Norma Carson found ways of continuing her passion

throughout her life. She worked with her husband to build a jazz scene in their new home in the

Poconos, helping bring New York City musicians to upstate concerts. Perhaps her version of

being a jazz musician did not conform to the mainstream version, complete with long tours, late

night clubs, drugs, alcohol, and all-nighters. She, instead, forged her own path and found ways to

195 Rachel Newman (Norma Carson’s daughter) in interview with the author, March 2021.
194 Rachel Newman (Norma Carson’s daughter) in interview with the author, March 2021.
193 Rachel Newman (Norma Carson’s daughter) in interview with the author, March 2021.
192 Rachel Newman (Norma Carson’s daughter) in interview with the author, March 2021.
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balance her role as a mother with her role as a jazz musician. As Newman’s story shows,

Carson’s connections with the New York City jazz scene served her well when she transitioned

to the Poconos. It was not just Carson’s husband who brought jazz to their new home. It was also

Carson herself. According to her daughter, journalists “just painted a picture that because she

was no longer gigging in New York that she was—you know—but this woman, she just oozed,

oozed jazz. I mean, She just did. My whole entire life and up until her very last breath.”196

Norma Carson’s career’s trajectory and the story of how she seemed to disappear

exemplifies the way that the jazz industry as a whole (including musicians, critics, journalists,

promoters, and label executives) worked to keep women out. The men in control of the industry

wrote women out of the history of jazz and denied women opportunities to record their music or

to perform in front of audiences. These men then explained women’s absence by pointing to now

outdated ideas about gender roles and biological differences between men and women. While

some women did persevere and continue to pursue jazz as a career, as the women on Cats Vs.

Chicks did, many women might have given up, too angry or frustrated or saddened to continue

working in such a hostile environment.

The trend of excluding women instrumentalists was not unique to jazz. In the early days

of rock women blues guitarists were some of the most influential presences. Sister Rosetta

Tharpe, for example, helped pioneer guitar styles that men like Elvis would go on to use in their

music. However, these women were also forgotten.197 In every American music genre from the

past century, men are listed as the all-time-greats. In 2015, Rolling Stone ranked Jimi Hendrix,

Eric Clapton, Jimmy Page, Keith Richards, and Jeff Beck as the top five greatest guitar players

197 Maria V. Johnson, “Black Women Electric Guitarists and Authenticity in the Blues.” In Black Women and Music:
More Than The Blues, edited by Eileen Hayes and Linda F. Williams (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007),
54-57.

196 Rachel Newman (Norma Carson’s daughter) in interview with the author, March 2021.
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of all time. Not a single woman was listed in the top 50.198 In their list of the greatest artists of all

time, Aretha Franklin is the only woman who made it into the top ten.  The next woman does not

pop up until Madonna comes in at rank number 36.199 Notably, these two women were ranked for

their singing ability, not as instrumentalists.

The problem of women’s exclusion from the music world continues on today, especially

for women who are not singers. Rolling Stone ranked the greatest albums of the 2010s in late

2019. The top five were My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy by Kanye West, Lemonade by

Beyonce, To Pimp A Butterfly by Kendrick Lamar, Red by Taylor Swift, and Blackstar by David

Bowie.200 Half of the top ten albums feature women or women groups, but all of the women were

singers. At first it might appear that women are leveling out the playing field. However, upon

closer inspection, it becomes clear that all the women listed perform and work as singers, maybe

songwriters. Some, like Adele, do play instruments, but even those who play instruments are

marketed and consumed primarily as singers. The trends of excluding women that started in the

early 1920s as jazz hit the scene, then, continue on today.

This thesis shows that despite the lack of visibility for women instrumentalists, they are

still there. The success of women vocalists underscores how talented women musicians are, and

their conspicuous absence from rankings of best instrumentalists begs the question, what is

keeping women out? The ongoing exclusion of women demonstrates the deep-rooted, systemic,

and cultural aspects of the industry that work together to prevent women who step outside of

traditionally feminine musical roles from success. Even though the industry has evolved towards

more digital creations of music, women are still primarily valued as vocalists. In the current

rap-dominated music industry the greatest rappers like J. Cole and Kanye are also some of the

200 Rolling Stone, “The 100 Best Albums of the 2010s,” December 3, 2019.
199 Rolling Stone, “100 Greatest Artists,”Rolling Stone, December 3, 2010.
198 Rolling Stone, “100 Greatest Guitarists,” Rolling Stone, December 18, 2015.
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greatest producers. Women rappers, on the other hand, are still only presented as vocalists, even

if they do produce their own music. Men still function as gatekeepers, dominating high-power

and high profile roles in the industry, and gender norms still dictate women musicians’

interactions with their audiences and their music.
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